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A K U
Kalau sampai waktuku
’Ku mau tak seorang ’kan merayu
Tidak juga kau
Tak perlu sedu sedan itu
Aku ini binatang jalang
Dari kumpulannya terbuang
Biar peluru menembus kulitku
Aku tetap meradang menerjang
Luka dan bisa kubawa berlari
Berlari
Hingga hilang pedih perih
Dan aku akan lebih tidak perduli
Aku mau hidup seribu tahun lagi
Chairil Anwar, 1922-1949
So! now ’tis ended, like an old wife’s story
John Webster, c. 1580 - c. 1634
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents the first measurement of top quark pair production cross-section in
events containing a muon and a tau lepton. The measurement was done with 1 fb−1 of data
collected during April 2002 through February 2006 using the DØ detector at the Tevatron proton-
antiproton collider, located at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), Batavia, Illinois.
Events containing one isolated muon, one tau which decays hadronically, missing transverse energy,
and two or more jets (at least one of which must be tagged as a heavy flavor jet) were selected.
Twenty-nine candidate events were observed with an expected background of 9.16 events. The top
quark pair production cross-section is measured to be
σ(tt¯) = 8.0+2.8−2.4 (stat)
+1.8
−1.7 (syst)± 0.5 (lumi) pb.
Assuming a top quark pair production cross-section of 6.77 pb for Monte Carlo signal top events
without a real tau, the measured σ × BR is
σ(tt¯)×BR(tt¯→ µ+ τ + 2ν + 2b) = 0.18+0.13−0.11 (stat)+0.09−0.09 (syst)± 0.01 (lumi) pb.
xv
CHAPTER 1
FOUNDATIONS
1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
This dissertation presents an investigation in the field of elementary particle physics, whose goal
is to understand the fundamental constituents of matters and the laws governing them. The
standard model (SM) is the currently accepted theory which describes a vast range of phenomena
in elementary particle physics, including the strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions. It is
consistent, renormalizable, and has been tested in precision to a high degree of accuracy.
There are two key features of the standard model. The first one is gauge invariance, which means
the physics described by the standard model should not change under phase transformations which
are functions of space-time coordinates. The second is the Higgs mechanism, the formalism which
endows the particles of the standard model with mass.
The gauge invariance principle constrains the particle contents and the interactions between
them in a unique way. Given a set of particles, the symmetry group of transformation, and the
gauge bosons, the principle defines the form of interactions between the particles mediated by the
bosons. The standard model is a theory based on the SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry groups.
The subscript C, L, and Y refers to the color group, left-handed, weak isospin group, and weak
hypercharge group, respectively.
A theory of fundamental particle interactions built from the gauge invariance principle alone
doesn’t allow the existence of massive gauge bosons. In the standard model, the masses of the
gauge bosons of weak interactions are generated by the Higgs mechanism. It transforms degrees
of freedom in the Higgs field(s), which are scalar field(s), into masses of the weak gauge bosons.
In elementary particle theory, the Higgs mechanism that generates these masses is also known
as electroweak symmetry breaking. Within the electroweak theory, the Higgs mechanism is also
resposible for generating the masses of the fermion contents of the standard model.
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Figure 1.1: Plots of electroweak constraints of the mass of the standar model Higgs particle from
other standard model measurement. Top left: constraints from the mass of W bosons, mW ; top
right: constraints from the mass of the top quark, mt; bottom left: constraints from both mass of
the top quark and theW bosons, bottom right: constraints from the global electroweak fit. Figures
are taken from the report of LEP Electroweak Working Group [1].
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There is no unique formulation of the Higgs mechanism in the standard model. It is therefore
more custom to use the term Higgs sector when discussing the more general aspects of electroweak
symmetry breaking and the origin of mass of standard model fermion. In the standard model, the
minimal implementation of the Higgs mechanism is an SU(2) doublet which corresponds to the
existence of an electrically neutral, scalar particle.
A tremendous amount of effort has been put to explore and understand the Higgs sector of the
standard model. As of the year 2007, there is no direct experimental confirmation of the physics
of the Higgs sector, be it the minimal one or any of the extended ones. The available knowledge
about the Higgs sector is obtained by constraints from other parts of the standard model. Figure
1.1 shows four graphs that show the constraints on the minimal standard model Higgs from other
well-measured parameters of the standard model.
An important property of the Higgs particles1 is that the couplings between Higgs particles
and other particles are proportional to the other particles’ masses. The top quark is currently the
heaviest known particle, and is expected to play important role in the exploration of electroweak
symmetry breaking mechanism. The next section discusses top quark production and decays at
the Tevatron.
1.2 Top Quarks Production and Decay
In 1995, two major collaborations at Fermilab announced the discovery of the top quark [2, 3].
It was observed in the form of tt¯ or top quark-antiquark pair production (hereby will be loosely
addressed by the term “top quark pair”). The discovery verified the previous theoretical prediction
for the existence of three generations of quarks. Due to the small amount of data, enormous
backgrounds, and tight cuts in triggering and analysis, each of the collaborations could obtain only
tens of top quark events. Those events were just enough for both groups to claim observation. Using
the complete data set recorded from 1992 to 1996 at the Tevatron2, the collaborations were able
to measure the top quark mass and top quark pair production cross section at the corresponding
center-of-mass energy.
Figure 1.2 shows the four leading-order Feynman diagrams for top quark pair production at the
Tevatron via strong interaction. At the Tevatron’s center-of-momentum (c.m.) energy of 1.96 TeV,
the quark fusion process dominates (85%) over the gluon fusion (15%) processes in contributing
1Plural form is chosen.
2This period of Tevatron operation is often referred as “Run I”.
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Figure 1.2: Four leading-order Feynman diagrams for top quark pair production at the Tevatron.
Upper figure is the s–channel quark fusion process. Lower figures, starting from left, are the s–
channel, t–channel, and u–channel gluon fusion processes, respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Feynman diagrams for leptonic and hadronic decay mode of top quark.
toward the total cross-section. The theoretical prediction at next-to-leading order for pp¯ → tt¯
cross-section at
√
s = 1.96 TeV is about 6.8± 0.8 pb [4, 5]. DØ’s most precise measurement of the
tt¯ cross-section is
σpp¯→tt¯ = 8.3+0.6−0.5 (stat)
+0.9
−1.0 (syst) ± 0.5 (lumi) pb.
as reported in Ref. [6].
In the standard model, the top quark decays predominantly to a W boson plus a b quark as
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Figure 1.4: Summary of DØ measurements of tt¯ cross-section at the Tevatron in various channels
as of Winter 2007 [7].
displayed in Figure 1.3. Any other decay modes (if they exist) have not been observed. In the case
of tt¯ production, the decays of the two W bosons determine the final state. The W bosons can
decay into either a charged lepton-neutrino pair (eνe, µνµ, and τντ ), or quark-anti quark pair. The
branching ratio (neglecting decay kinematics and CKM suppression) is 19 for each lepton flavor,
and 13 for each qq
′ mode. Thus, for the case of tt¯ one has
1. equal dilepton channel, where both W bosons decay to the same lepton flavor (ee, µµ, ττ),
each channel with BR of 181 .
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2. unequal dilepton channel, where the two W bosons decay to different lepton flavors (eµ, eτ ,
µτ), each channel with BR of 281 .
3. lepton+jets channels, where one W boson decays into a lepton-neutrino pair, and the other
W boson decays to a quark-antiquark pair (e + jets, µ + jets, and τ + jets), each channel
with BR of 427 .
4. all jets channel where both W bosons decay into qq′ final states, with BR 49 .
Measurement of tt¯ cross-section has been performed by DØ in several dilepton channels (ee,
µµ, eµ) [8, 9], lepton+jets channels (e+jets, µ+jets, τ+jets) [10–13], and the all hadronic channel
[14]. Figure 1.4 shows a comparison of DØ results on tt¯ cross-section measurements in the different
channels as of Winter 2007. All measurements are done with the assumptions of top mass mt = 175
GeV and standard model decay of top quarks. It can be seen that most of the experimental effort
to study top quark events have been focusing on channels involving electrons, muons, and jets only.
The tau sector in top decay has lagged behind the other channels.
1.3 The Tau Lepton
The tau lepton was discovered in 1975 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center [15]. Physicists
from the MARK I Collaboration observed events in e+e− collisions whose final states have two
leptons with different flavor
e+e− → e±µ∓ + 2 or more undetected particles.
The explanation for those events is production of a new lepton pair, τ+τ−, which later decays into
e/µ and neutrinos.
The tau has properties similar to the two lighter leptons, electron and muon, except for mass,
and lifetime. Its mass is 1.77 GeV/c2, heavier even than a proton, roughly an order of magnitude
heavier than the muon, and three orders of magnitude heavier than the electron. Conservation
of lepton number means that tau can only decays through charged-current weak interaction via
emission of a virtual W boson. It can decays into leptonic final states (eνeντ and µνµντ ) or
hadronic final states (charged and neutral mesons). The lifetime of the tau lepton is extremely
short, 2.9× 10−13 seconds, with cτ = 87 µm.
This analysis will focus on the hadronic decay modes of tau leptons. Figure 1.5 shows tree-
level Feynman diagrams for the leptonic and the two dominant hadronic decay modes of the tau.
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Figure 1.5: Illustrations for tau leptonic decay (left), tau hadronic one-prong decay (middle), and
tau hadronic three-prong decay (right). Here h is a charged hadrons (mostly charged pions), and
neutrals are either neutral pions or photons.
The decay modes into one charged hadron are also known as “one-prong” decays, while the decay
modes into three charged hadrons are known as “three-prong” decays. The hadrons in tau decay
are strongly dominated by pions. In more than 60% cases of all hadronic decays, one or more
neutral pion which decays into two photons appear(s) in the final states. In almost all cases, tau
hadronic decays will appear as narrow jets, sometimes accompanied with electromagnetic showers.
1.4 Research Motivations and Objectives
Analyses of dilepton modes of top quark production/decay benefit from relatively small backgrounds
but suffer from small branching ratios. By including hadronic taus explicitly in tt¯ analyses, two
goals are achieved at once. The first goal is improvement of tt¯ dilepton analyses by the addition
of a final state which was not feasible before. This analysis will improve the statistics for dilepton
analyses by adding one of the remaining three channels. The combination of this channel and
the electron+tau channel is one of the larger dilepton samples. The second goal is to extend the
sensitivity of tt¯ analysis to include aspects to which muon or electron identification is not sensitive,
but tau identification is.
1.4.1 Historical overview.
Prior to this work, all searches for top quark decays into the muon/electron+hadronic tau decay
channel have been done by CDF. The first used approximately 110 pb−1 of Run I data [16]. A
second search involved about 200 pb−1 Run II data [17]. Finally, two searches were done using
about 350 pb−1 Run II data: one looking for new phenomena [18] and another for top quark pair
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production [19].
In Run II, DØ performed an analysis using approximately 350 pb−1 of data to measure the top
quark production cross-section in the τ + jets channel [13]. The measured value is
σpp¯→tt¯ = 5.1+4.3−3.5 (stat)
+0.7
−0.7(syst)± 0.3(lumi) pb.
This value is the first DØ result using top quark decay to a tau lepton. This work presented here
will complement the τ+jets results by including the µ+ τ channel.
1.4.2 The importance of top decays to tau lepton.
The decay of top quarks into tau lepton, t → τντ b is a pure third generation decay. As such, this
decay is a unique probe to new physics, which alters the top quark decay modes into states that
favor subsequent decay to taus rather than other standard model particles.
A well-known candidate for new physics in t → τX decay is the existence of charged Higgs
boson, with mass mH < mt − mb [20]. If such a particle exists, the top quark could decay into
a charged Higgs plus a b quark (t → Hb) in addition to the known W boson plus b quark. The
charged Higgs is expected to decay preferentially into a tau, which is the heaviest lepton.
t→ H±b→ τντ b (1.1)
In some theories beyond the minimal Higgs sector of the standard model, the top quark decay to
H±b is even more favored than the SM decay into Wb. A precise measurement of top quark pair
production cross section in decay channels involving hadronic taus will provide a way to test such
theories.
1.5 Overview of the analysis’ approach
From the viewpoint of the physical processes that contribute to the final states, this analysis has
the characteristics of tt¯ dilepton analyses such as:
1. Small branching ratio from tt¯ initial state.
2. The presence of two leptons with opposite-sign charges.
3. The presence of large missing transverse energy which is strongly correlated with the two
leptons due to the presence of two or more neutrinos.
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However, hadronic taus have a similar signature to jets, and can be faked by jets. Therefore, this
analysis also has the characteristics of a tt¯ muon+jets analysis. This dual feature of tt¯ muon+tau
analysis is crucial in forming the analysis strategy. Many aspects of the analysis from triggering,
the choices of data sets, background composition and estimation, have been strongly influenced by
tt¯ dilepton and muon+jets analyses.
There are two primary categories of backgrounds to be considered. The first type comprises
events with a real isolated muon and a real isolated hadronic tau. The primary source of this
background is the Drell-Yan process Z/γ∗ → τ−τ++ jets with final states in which one of the taus
decays to a muon, and the other tau decays hadronically. Since tau decays produce one or more
neutrinos, Drell-Yan Z/γ∗ → ττ + jets will have real missing transverse energy. Other significant
SM processes with a similar signature are the diboson (WW , WZ, and ZZ) events in which the
bosons decay into two or more leptons with taus included.
The second background category has an object which is misidentified as an isolated hadronic
tau. This misidentified object can be an electron, a muon, or a jet. There are two primary sources
of this type of background. The first source is the process Z/γ∗ → µ−µ++ jets. The second source
involves a jet falsely reconstructed as a tau lepton. Multijet events and production of W bosons
with jets are examples. While the efficiency of jets to pass the tau identification algorithm is small,
the large cross-sections make this background non-negligible.
This analysis selects events with one isolated high-pT muon, one isolated hadronic tau, large
missing transverse energy, and two high-pT jets. Because this leaves large multijet, W and Z/DY
backgrounds, this analysis applies b−tagging to take advantage of the heavy quark content of the
top decays relative to the much smaller heavy quark content of the background.
After applying b−tagging, the sample is dominated by top quark events. These events are a
mixture of µ + τh + 2ν + 2b, other dilepton and µ/e + jets events, where τh is a tau lepton which
decays hadronically. A two staged analysis is performed.
1. First, the top production cross-section is measured using all available top events. This result
can be combined with other measurements by accounting for any overlap between samples.
2. Second, the cross-section × branching ratio for the specific final states, tt¯→ µ+ τh+2ν+2b,
is measured as a step toward tests of universality and searches for a charged Higgs boson.
Figure 1.6 shows a flow diagram of the analysis strategy. We select a muon+jets sample that
is enriched in W+jets events. At this stage, we normalize the W+jets background, which is one
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Figure 1.6: The strategy adapted by this analysis.
of the major background. The, we proceed to select a tau in the muon+jets sample, effectively
selecting a muon+tau+jets sample. We then divide the muon+tau+jets sample into two disjoint
samples. The first sample contains lepton-tau pairs with opposite charge sign (OS). This sample
contains the signal events, and the cross-section measurement will be done using this sample. The
second sample contains the muon-tau pairs with same-sign charge (SS). This sample will be used
to estimate multijet background in the OS sample.
1.6 Convention
Throughout this document, the following terms are used:
τh: A τ lepton which decays to hadron(s) and a tau neutrino.
τe: A τ lepton which decays to an electron, an electron neutrino, and a tau neutrino.
τµ: A τ lepton which decays to a muon, a muon neutrino, and a tau neutrino.
To aid in understanding of how this analysis is different from, and how it is related to, the
other tt¯ analyses, the meaning of a particular tt¯ final state is redefined in terms of the set of final
objects which are actually seen by the detector. For example, the decay W → τντ → e(µ)νe(µ)ντ is
assigned to the observable final state e(µ). Table 1.1 lists the W branching ratio after combination
of the decay W → e(µ)νeµ with the decay W → τντ → e(µ)νe(µ)ντ , where the values of W and τ
branching ratios have been taken from the 2006 Particle Data Book [21].
With the observed final states of W boson decays as given in Table 1.1, one can compute the
branching ratio into observed final states of tt¯ decays, with the assumption that the top quark
decays predominantly into a W boson and a b quark (Table 1.2).
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Table 1.1: The branching ratio of W boson with adjustment to the observed final state objects..
Observable W decay Branching ratio
BR (e) = BR (W → eνe) + BR (W → τντ → eνeντντ ) 0.1276
BR (µ) = BR (W → µνµ) + BR (W → τντ → µνµντντ ) 0.1252
BR (τh) = BR (W → τντ )× BR (τ → hadrons + ντ ) 0.0729
BR (qq′) 0.6743
Table 1.2: Branching ratios for various tt¯ final states, adjusted to the observed final state objects.
Decay modes Value
BR (tt¯→ ee) BR (e)× BR (e) 0.01628
BR (tt¯→ eµ) 2× BR (e)× BR (µ) 0.03195
BR (tt¯→ eτh) 2× BR (e)× BR (τh) 0.01860
BR (tt¯→ µµ) BR (µ)× BR (µ) 0.01568
BR (tt¯→ µτh) 2× BR (µ)× BR (τh) 0.01825
BR (tt¯→ τhτh) BR (τh)× BR (τh) 0.00531
BR (tt¯→ ``), (` ∈ {e, µ, τ}) BR (`)× BR (`) 0.10608
BR (tt¯→ e+ jets) 2× BR (e)× BR (qq′) 0.17208
BR (tt¯→ µ+ jets) 2× BR (µ)× BR (qq′) 0.16884
BR (tt¯→ τh + jets) 2× BR (τh)× BR (qq′) 0.09831
BR (tt¯→ `+ jets), (` ∈ {e, µ, τ}) 2× BR (`)× BR (qq′) 0.43924
BR (tt¯→ alljets) BR (qq′)× BR (qq′) 0.45468
Finally, the shorthand µτ will be used when referring to the channel tt¯→ µ+ τh + νµντ + bb¯.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The work presented in this dissertation was done utilizing two major experimental facilities in high
energy physics. The first is the Tevatron accelerator which provides beams of high energy particles.
The second is the DØ detector which provides a means to study results of collision of high energy
particle beams from the Tevatron. Both are located at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in
Batavia, Illinois.
2.1 The Tevatron Accelerator
The Tevatron is a storage ring that collides high-energy proton and antiproton beams. Each beam
has an energy of 980 TeV, making the total center-of-momentum (c.m.) energy in the collision
processes to be 1.96 TeV. Tevatron has a diameter of approximately 2 km. Figure 2.1 shows an
aerial picture of the Tevatron and other accelerators at Fermilab. Viewed from above, the proton
beam circulates in the clockwise direction, while antiproton beam circulates in the counter-clockwise
direction. There are six designated points on the Tevatron where the beams are made to cross with
each other. At two of those six points, named B0 and D0, the beams are made to collide with
each other. The DØ detector is located at the D0 collision point, hence the origin of the name.
The Tevatron operates by circulating bunches of particles instead of continuous beams. There
are 36 bunches each of protons and antiprotons. At the two mentioned collision points, crossings of
protons and antiprotons bunches happen every 396 ns. Typical values of instantaneous luminosity
(L) delivered by the Tevatron are 1031 − 1032 cm−2 sec−1.
The amount of data recorded by the DØ detector is expressed in units of luminosity integrated
over time (cm−2). A convenient way to express this unit is to convert it into another unit which
has the dimension of inverse area. Commonly accepted units are pb−1 (1036 cm−2 ) or fb−1
(1039 cm−2 = 1000 pb−1.)
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Figure 2.1: An aerial view of Fermilab, looking in the northwestward direction. The red lines show
the schematic of the accelerator complex. Tevatron is the largest circle in the foreground. DØ
detector is located at the building complex near the lower-right corner.
2.2 The DØ Detector
The DØ detector is a general purpose particle detector designed to study hard scattering processes in
proton-antiproton collisions at the TeV energy scale. The detector has three principal subsystems:
central tracking detectors, a hermetic uranium/liquid argon calorimeter, and muon spectrometer.
Figure 2.2 shows a side view of the detector. An exhaustive description of the DØ detector is
available [22].
A right-handed coordinate system is used to describe the detector and physics events. The
z−axis is directed along the direction of the proton beam, and the y−axis is directed upward.
The polar angle θ is the angle between a vector from the origin and the positive z−axis. In
addition, it is convenient to define the two quantities pseudorapidity and transverse momentum.
The pseudorapidity is defined as:
η = − ln
(
tan
(
θ
2
))
(2.1)
which approximates the true rapidity y,
η =
1
2
ln
(
E + pzc
E − pzc
)
(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: A side view of the DØ detector as seen from the West side of the detector.
in the massless approximation, (mc2/E) → 0. The region which has a large value of |η| is called
“forward”. The transverse momentum (pT ) is defined as the component of momentum projected
onto a plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
pT = p sin θ (2.3)
Two choices of the coordinate system’s origin are used: the reconstructed primary vertex of pp¯
interaction and the center of the detector. The first one is referred as the physics coordinate, and
the second one is referred as detector coordinate.
2.3 Central Tracking Detector
The central tracking detector consists of the silicon microstrip tracker (SMT), the central fiber
tracker (CFT), a solenoidal magnet, and the preshower detector. Figure 2.3 shows the central
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Figure 2.3: The central tracking region of the DØ detector.
tracking system of DØ detector. The SMT and CFT are located within a cylindrical volume inside
the magnet with approximate length of 2.5 m and radius of 50 cm. The solenoidal magnet generates
a nearly uniform magnetic field along the z−direction with a strength of 2 T. Together, the central
tracking detectors allow reconstruction of charged particle tracks and independent measurement
of their momenta, precise determination of the primary vertex, and reconstruction of secondary
vertices to identify heavy quark jets.
The SMT consists of silicon detectors in the form of barrel modules and disk modules. Figure
2.4 shows a three-dimensional rendering of the SMT detector. There are six barrel modules, each
has four cylindrical layers of silicon detectors. The barrels are interspersed by the disk modules
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Figure 2.4: The DØ silicon microstrip tracker detector.
along the beam direction. Two larger disks are located further in the z−direction to cover the
forward region. The barrel detectors provide positional measurement in the transverse plane, while
the disk detectors provide measurement in the longitudinal direction as well as in the transverse
plane. The radius of the smaller disk modules in the middle part is 10 cm, while the larger disk at
the ends have a radius of 26 cm.
The CFT consists of sixteen layers of scintillating fibers which are mounted on eight cylindrical
support structures. The innermost cylinder has a radius of approximately 20 cm while the
outermost radius has a radius of approximately 50 cm. Each cylinder supports two doublet layers
of scintillating fibers: one with the fibers oriented parallel with the beam (z), and one with the
fibers oriented at a stereo angle of either +3◦ (u) or −3◦ (v). Starting from the innermost cylinder,
the layers are arranged in the sequence: zu − zv − zu − zv − zu − zv − zu − zv − zu − zv. The
scintillating fibers are connected optically to clear fiber waveguides which send the optical signal
further to the readout electronics.
The solenoidal magnet provides almost uniform magnetic field of strength 2 T along the
z−direction. The TOSCA [23] program is used to model the magnetic field map within the detector.
A study with J/ψ → µ+µ− events shows that the the magnetic field map is accurate within 0.5%
precision. The magnet operates at a temperature of 10 K and draws a current of approximately
4750 A.
The preshower detector has a role of both calorimeter and tracking detectors. It aids in the
identification of electrons, photons, and pions from tau decays. The preshower detector is divided
into two subsystems: central preshower detector (CPS) which covers the region up to |η| < 1.3 and
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Figure 2.5: A complete φ segment of the forward preshower detector with the four layer of wedge-
shaped detectors.
the forward preshowers detectors (FPS) which cover the region 1.5 < |η| < 2.5.
The CPS is located between the solenoidal magnet and the central calorimeter module. It
consists of three concentric, cylindrical layers of scintillating fibers. One layer has axial orientation,
and two layers have stereo orientation of approximately ±24◦. The FPS are attached to the faces of
the endcap calorimeter modules. They have the form of disks built from wedge-shaped segments.
Each segment has two layers of scintillating fibers with different orientation, separated by an angle
of 22.5◦. Figure 2.5 shows a complete segment of the FPS detector.
2.4 Calorimeter and Inter-Cryostat Detector
The DØ calorimeter system is built from three uranium/liquid-argon, sampling calorimeters and
inter-cryostat detector (ICD). The central calorimeter (CC) covers the region of detector |η| < 1.0,
and the two endcap calorimeters (EC) cover the region 1.4 < |η| < 4.2. The calorimeters operate at
a temperature of 90 K and each of them is contained within its own cryostat. Between the central
and the endcap calorimeters are the ICD detectors which are built from scintillating tile detectors.
They provide readout in the region where the calorimeters have incomplete coverage.
The calorimeter is segmented into projective towers which have size of approximately 0.1× 0.1
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Figure 2.6: A side view of a quarter of the calorimeter, showing the segmentation of the calorimeter
into cells and towers. The rays from the center of the detector are rays of contanst pseudorapidity.
in η − φ space. Figure 2.6 shows a side view of a quarter of the calorimeter, together with the
rays which show the projective towers. In the radial outward direction, each tower is divided into
cells which are grouped further into different type of layers. From inside to outside, the layers
are: electromagnetic, fine hadronic, and coarse hadronic. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic view of a
calorimeter cell.
Each type of layer uses a different design of absorber plate for its readout cells. The
electromagnetic layers use thin plates (3-mm-thick in CC or 4-mm-thick in EC) made of nearly
depleted uranium. The fine hadronic layers use 6-mm-thick plates made of uranium-niobium alloy
in both CC and EC. The coarse hadronic layers use 46.5-mm-thick copper plates (in EC) or stainless
steel plates (CC). Due to the presence of more material in the readout cells, the coarse hadronic
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Figure 2.7: A schematic view of a calorimeter readout cell with its liquid argon gap and signal
board.
layers have a much higher noise level compared to the electromagnetic and fine hadronic layers.
The electromagnetic layers play an important role in the reconstruction of electrons, photons,
and taus. There are four layers of electromagnetic readout modules both in CC and EC. The EM
layers cover the region up to |η| < 2.5, with a gap in the interval 1.1 < |η| < 1.5, which corresponds
to the region between CC and EC. Of particular importance is the third EM layer which has
spatial resolution of 0.05× 0.05, twice that of the other layers . This finer resolution aids in precise
reconstruction of electrons, photons, and neutral pions from tau decays.
2.5 Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is divided into the central muon detector and two forward muon detectors.
The central muon detector covers the region up to |η| < 1.0, while the forward muon detectors cover
the region in the range 1.0 < |η| < 2.0. There are two main components used to build the detectors:
drift chambers and scintillation counters. The drift chambers provide spatial information, while
the scintillation counters provide fast and precise timing measurement for triggering and positional
measurement.
The central muon detector consists of proportional drift tubes (PDT), scintillation counters,
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Figure 2.8: Exploded view of the muon drift chambers.
and a toroidal magnet. There are three layers of drift chambers, one is located within the magnet
(A layer), and two outside (B and C layer). Two layers of scintillation counters are installed, one
right inside the A layer and one right outside the C layer.
The forward muon detectors consist of mini drift tubes (MDT) and scintillation counters. They
are arranged in three layers, each layer has both MDTs and scintillators. Similar to the central
muon detectors, there is one layer inside the toroidal magnet and two layers outside the toroidal
magnets.
Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 show the expanded views of the muon chambers and muon scintillators,
respectively.
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Figure 2.9: Exploded view of the muon scintillators.
2.6 Luminosity Monitor and Measurement
The luminosity detector is built of two arrays of 24 wedge-shaped scintillation counters and
photomultiplier tube (PMT) attached into each wedge. They are located at the front of the endcap
calorimeters, covering the pseudorapidity region 2.7 < |η| < 4.4, as can be seen in Figure 2.3. A
zoomed drawing, focusing on the luminosity monitor only, can be found in Figure 2.10.
The instantaneous luminosity of pp¯ collisions in the DØ detector’s interaction region is
determined by measuring the counting rate of inelastic pp¯ collisions,
L = 1
σeff
dN
dt
(2.4)
where L is the instantaneous luminosity, σeff is the effective inelastic pp¯ cross-section (taking into
account geometrical acceptance and efficiency of the luminosity detector), and dNdt is the counting
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Figure 2.10: Schematic drawing of the luminosity detector and its location within the DØ detector.
rate measured by the detector. To eliminate background from beam halo, the origin of collisions
must be within |z| < 100.0 cm. The origin of collisions is estimated from the time of flights recorded
at the two sides of the luminosity counter.
In practice, the counting rate is determined by counting the fraction of beam crossing with
no collisions recorded, and then use Poison statistics to determine dNdt . This method is known as
the counting zeros technique, and it ensures that multiple collisions are treated properly [24]. The
measurement is done over a time period which is short enough to ensure that the instantaneous
luminosity is constant throughout the period, and long enough to make the statistical uncertainty
on the counting rate negligible. This time period is known as luminosity block. A unique number
(luminosity block number) is assigned to each luminosity block. The calculation of total integrated
luminosity for a given data is done by integrating the instantaneous luminosity over time, treating
each luminosity block as a timeslice in the integration.
2.7 Trigger and Data Acquisition System
The DØ detector uses a three-level trigger system to reduce the number of readout events to
approximately 50-100 Hz for recording to tape. Figure 2.11 shows an overview of the triggering
and data acquisition system.
The first level (Level 1 or L1) takes input from the central tracking detector, calorimeter, and
muon system. It has a maximum accept rate of 1800 Hz. The trigger looks for specific signatures
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Figure 2.11: Schematic display of data flow in DØ trigger and data acquisition system.
such as:
• Hit patterns in the central tracking detector consistent with a charged particle above a certain
pT threshold.
• Energy depositions in the calorimeter above a certain energy threshold, either on the
electromagnetic layers only, or on the full tower.
• Hits in the muon chambers and muon scintillators above a minimum number of hits.
Candidate events passing the L1 requirement are then sent to the the next level (Level 2 or L2).
The Level 2 trigger consists of subdetector-specific processing nodes, and a global node which
tests for correlation between information across the subdetectors. The detector-specific nodes
can perform simple reconstruction of physics objects using information only from their assigned
subdetector. The L2 trigger is designed to have a maximum accept rate of 850 Hz.
Figure 2.12 shows the flow of information from various sub-detectors into the L1 and L2 trigger
system.
The last level, Level 3 (L3), consists of two subsystems: The Level 3 Data Acquisition Cluster
(L3 DAQ) and Level 3 filter. The L3 DAQ is an event builder which reads event information
from all subdetectors and reconstructs complete physics objects in the event. Simplified versions
of the reconstruction algorithms are used here as there is a time constraint during data taking.
The event builder then sends information to the L3 filter which makes decisions using the complete
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event information. The L3 filter applies more complicated selection criteria such as requirements
of isolation, object-matching, or object-separation. The final output of the L3 trigger has a rate of
approximately 50-100 Hz.
Events which pass all three trigger levels are written temporarily onto local disks on the online
data-taking cluster. The data are later transferred into a robotic tape system for further post-
recording reconstruction and processing.
It is convenient to define three kind of events that are recorded by the DØ detector:
• Zero bias: events which are recorded without any requirements on the trigger. The content
of those events is dominated by readout electronics’ noises and energy deposited by cosmic
muons.
• Minimum bias: events which are recorded with a requirement that a proton-antiproton
collision has happened in the detector. In addition to the content of zero bias events, they
also contains energy coming from underlying events.
• Data: events which are recorded with requirements on the trigger and contain signatures of
physics processes of interest.
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Figure 2.12: Flow diagrams of DØ Level 1 and Level 2 trigger systems, with the arrow lines show
the flow of trigger information between subsystems.
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CHAPTER 3
EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND OBJECT
IDENTIFICATION
The reconstruction process which converts raw data from the DØ detector proceeds in three steps:
1. Conversion of raw data into hits which correspond to position and energy measurement.
2. Reconstruction of basic physics objects: charged particle tracks in the tracking detector,
clusters of energies in the calorimeters, and tracks in the muon system.
3. Combination of basic physics objects into final physics objects: electrons, photons, muons,
taus, jets, and vertices.
This chapter describes the principal ideas of reconstruction algorithms for physics objects at
DØ with the exception of taus, which require an in-depth treatment. Chapter 4 describes the
reconstruction of taus in detail.
3.1 Charged Particle Track Reconstruction
Reconstruction of charged particle tracks uses information exclusively from the central tracking
detectors. There are two steps in the reconstruction process: candidate track finding and track
fitting.
In the first step, two methods are used to build a list of candidate tracks. The first one uses
histograms to find patterns of particle trajectories among hit clusters in the tracking detector
[25]. It is based on a Hough transformation which was originally used to find patterns in bubble
chamber pictures [26]. The second one uses hit clusters in the SMT to form roads, onto which hits
in additional tracking detector layers are added [27].
In the second step, the list of candidate tracks from the first step are passed to a track fitter
[28] which uses the Ka´lma´n filter algorithm [29]. At the core of the track fitting algorithm is the
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DØ interacting propagator [30], which is a generic black box algorithm that propagates a track in
the DØ tracking system, taking into account the DØ solenoid’s magnetic field and interaction of
charged particles with detector material. For each candidate track, the algorithm incrementally
adds hit clusters associated with the candidate track into the fit and recalculates the optimal track
parameters. This step is repeated until all hit cluster information has been used.
3.2 Primary Vertex Reconstruction
The primary vertex is the origin of tracks from hard scattering processes in pp¯ collisions. The
algorithm’s goal is to separate the primary vertex from vertices produced in minimum-bias
interactions and decays of long-lived particles. There are three steps in the primary vertex
reconstruction algorithm: track clustering and selection, vertex fitting, and vertex selection [31].
In the first step, tracks are clustered along the z−direction. The clustering algorithm begins
with the track which has the highest pT and adds tracks to the cluster if the z−distance between
the track and the cluster is less than 2 cm. Tracks are required to have pT > 0.5 GeV, at least two
(zero) SMT hits if they are inside (outside) the SMT geometrical acceptance region. At the end
of this step is a list of candidate vertices which may contain the hard scatter primary vertex and
additional vertices from minimum bias interactions and decay of long-lived particles.
In the second step, a two-pass algorithm is used for each z−cluster to fit the clustered tracks to
a common vertex. In the first pass, a tear-down Ka´lma´n vertex fitter fits all tracks into a common
vertex, and removes the track which contributes the largest χ2 into the fit. The fit is repeated until
the total χ2/n.d.o.f. of the fit is less than 10.
In the second pass, the tracks in each z−cluster are first sorted in order of their distance of closest
approach (DCA) in the x − y plane to the beam spot, using beam-spot information determined
in the first pass. Only tracks which have significance (defined as |DCA|/σDCA) less than 5.0 are
selected. The selected tracks are then fitted to a common vertex with an adaptive Ka´lma´n vertex
fitter. The fitter weighs the χ2 contribution of each track by a Fermi function,
wi =
1
1 + e(χ2i−χ2c)/2T
(3.1)
where χ2i is the χ
2 contribution of the track to the vertex fit, χ2c is the cutoff value, and T is a
parameter which determines the sharpness of the function [31].
In the last step, a probabilistic method is used to determine the primary vertex. The method
computes the probability of a vertex to be a minimum bias vertex by using the vertex track pT
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distribution. The vertex which has the smallest probability to be a minimum bias vertex is selected
as the primary vertex [32].
3.3 Muon Reconstruction
Muons are identified by using hit information in the muon system and tracks reconstructed by the
central tracking detector [33]. The algorithm begins by combining scintillator and wire chamber
hits into trajectories in the muon system (called local muons) which are consistent with muons
coming from the interaction region. Reconstructed local muons are then matched with tracks in
the tracking detector. Here it is necessary to propagate tracks from the central tracking detector to
the muon system [34]. The final reconstructed, track-matched muons use the tracks’ information
to obtain the muons’ charge and momenta.
In this analysis, two definitions of muon are used, one is a subset of the other one.
• Loose muon
1. The muon is required to have wire and scintillator hits inside and outside the muon
toroid.
2. Muon is required to have scintillator hit times to be less than 10 ns from the time a
bunch crossing happens. This cut helps to to reject cosmic muons.
3. The muon must be matched to a track in the central tracking detector. The track is
required to have a good fit with χ2/n.d.o.f. < 4.0 and the distance of closest approach
(|DCA|) to the primary vertex to be less than 0.2 cm for tracks without hits in the
silicon detector. For tracks which have hits in the silicon detector, the DCA requirement
is tightened to |DCA| < 0.02 cm.
4. The muon is separated from jets which have pT at least 15.0 GeV by ∆R > 0.5 in η− φ
space. This condition is called loose isolation condition.
• Tight muon
Tight muons are required to fulfill the loose muon requirements and the tight isolation
conditions. The conditions for a tight isolation are:
1. The sum of calorimeter transverse energy in an annular cone with inner radius 0.1 and
outer radius 0.4 around the muon direction must be less than 15% of the muon transverse
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µR = 0.1
R = 0.4
Figure 3.1: Hollow cone used in defining muon calorimeter isolation variable.
momentum, ∣∣∣∣∣
∑cellsET
pµT
∣∣∣∣∣ < 0.15, (3.2)
The sum is performed over all calorimeter cells within the cone with the exception of
cells within the coarse hadronic layers. Figure 3.1 shows the definition of hollow cone
used in calculating the muon calorimeter isolation.
2. The momentum sum of all tracks (excluding the muon track) in a cone of radius 0.5 (in
η− φ space) around the muon direction, must be less than 15 % of the muon transverse
momentum. ∣∣∣∣∣
∑tracks pT
pµT
∣∣∣∣∣ < 0.15, (3.3)
In Monte Carlo events, the efficiency to reconstruct a muon is corrected to simulate the efficiency
in data. For each reconstructed muon in the event, a correction factor is multiplied to the event’s
weight. An exhaustive table of the correction factor as function of muon kinematics is determined
by using the tag-and-probe method in dimuon data sample and in Z → µ+µ− Monte Carlo sample.
The correction factor is broken down into correction for muon detector hits reconstruction, muon
track reconstruction, and muon isolation in the tracking detector and calorimeter.
Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.4 shows distributions of efficiency corrections factors for muon reconstruc-
tion, broken down into the three different corrections mentioned earlier. The average correction
values in top signal Monte Carlo for muon hit reconstruction, muon track reconstruction, and muon
isolation are 0.98, 0.92, and 1.01, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Muon reconstruction correction factor as a function of muon detector η and φ.
3.4 Calorimeter Energy Clusters
Reconstruction of energy cluster in the calorimeter is a principal step in identification of electrons,
photons, taus, and jets. Two basic algorithms used to reconstruct calorimeter cluster will be
discussed: the simple cone algorithm and the nearest-neighbor cell algorithm.
3.4.1 Simple cone algorithm
The simple cone algorithm uses a list of towers to build clusters which become input to more specific
algorithms which reconstruct jets, electrons, photons and taus. The algorithm takes calorimeter
towers as input and proceeds in the following steps:
1. All towers above a certain threshold ire collected in a list L, which is sorted in order of
decreasing tower ET .
2. The first tower in the list, I, is removed and becomes part of a new cluster C.
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Figure 3.3: Muon track reconstruction correction factor as a function of CFT detector η, for different
range of the track z−position.
3. The algorithm then loops over the remaining towers in the list. If the algorithm finds a tower
J whose distance from the current cluster C, ∆R(C, J) is less than Rcone, where Rcone is the
radius parameter of the algorithm, then the tower J is added to the cluster C and removed
from the list of towers.
4. When the algorithm has reached the end of the list of towers, then the current cluster is
added to the list of clusters.
5. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated until there are no more towers in the tower list.
The simple cone algorithm uses three key parameters: the minimum energy of a tower to be
considered in the list of towers, the minimum energy of a tower to be combined with the current
cluster, the maximum radius between a tower and the current cluster to have the tower combined
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Figure 3.4: Muon isolation correction factor as a function of muon detector η, for different isolation
criteria. The isolation criterion used in this analysis is TopScaledMedium.
with the cluster.
3.4.2 Nearest-neighbor (CellNN) algorithm
The principal difference between the simple cone algorithm and the nearest-neighbor (CellNN)
algorithm is that the latter algorithm reconstructs a calorimeter cluster using cell information
instead of tower information. An exhaustive description of the algorithm is available [35]. At
DØ, this algorithm is used exclusively to reconstruct electromagnetic-related objects: electrons,
photons, and electromagnetic sub clusters in tau decays. The motivation is to take full advantage
of the third electromagnetic calorimeter layer (EM3) which has higher resolution as described in
Section 2.4.
The algorithm first builds clusters of calorimeter cells for each layer (called floor-cluster) and
then combines the resulting floor-clusters into global clusters. Each cell, on the same layer, with an
energy readout above 200 MeV will start a new floor-cluster. Additional cells, again on the same
layer, with energy above 25 MeV will be added to an existing floor-cluster if they are a neighbor
to the seed cell in the floor-cluster. Figure 3.5 shows the two definitions of neighbor. A cell is
neighbor to another cell if both of them share a side (four neighboring cells scheme) or a corner
(eight neighboring cells scheme).
Merging of floor-clusters proceeds differently within the two neighboring schemes. For the 4-
neighboring cell scheme, two seed cells are merged if they are sharing a corner, and the difference
between the two seed cells (Cell 2 and 3 in Figure 3.6.(a)) and the maximum cell energy of the two
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(a). Four neighboring cells scheme (b). Eight neighboring cells scheme
Figure 3.5: Two different neighboring schemes in nearest-neighbor cell clustering algorithm.
common neighbor cells (Cell 1 and 4 in the same figure) is less than 150 MeV.
For the 8-neighboring cell scheme, two seed cells are merged if the energy difference between
one of the seed cells (Cell 1 or 3 in Figure 3.6.(b)) and the middle cell (Cell 2 in the same figure)
is less than 350 MeV.
Reconstructed floor-clusters are then merged into global-clusters. Starting from the third
electromagnetic layer, additional floor-clusters are added if their centroid are in a cone defined
by a certain radius and the cone axis is defined by the floor-cluster in third electromagnetic layer
and the interaction vertex.
3.5 Reconstruction of Electromagnetic Objects
Electromagnetic objects (electrons and photons) are reconstructed using information from the
calorimeter, particularly the electromagnetic layers, and the track information [36, 37]. The
reconstruction algorithm begins with reconstruction of electromagnetic calorimeter clusters. Two
methods are used to perform this task:
1. A calorimeter cluster, found by either the simple cone algorithm or the nearest-neighbor cell
algorithm. A cone radius of 0.4 is used to define the cluster size.
2. A track in the central tracking detector pointing to a electromagnetic calorimeter cells.
Electromagnetic object candidates are required to have a significant fraction of their energy
deposited in the EM layer of the calorimeter. Their shower profiles are required to be consistent
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(b). Cluster merging in the 8-neighbor scheme.
Figure 3.6: Merging of two seed cells in the 4-neighbors scheme and 8-neighbor scheme to one single
merged cluster.
with those of electrons or photons. The consistency check is performed with a χ2 analysis of seven
shower profile variables and comparing the results with those of signal electrons,
χ2cal =
7∑
i,j=1
(xi − xi)Hij (xj − xj) , (3.4)
where the index i, j are running over the set of variables, x are the shower profile variables of the
reconstructed electron, x are the averages of variables. The Hij are elements of the inverse error
matrix H, that is related to the well-known variance-covariance matrix M by
Hij = (M−1)ij . (3.5)
The matrix M itself is determined using a large samples of well-reconstructed, reference electrons
in Monte Carlo events and/or test beam events. Mathematically, the elements of the matrix M are
defined as
Mij =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(xni − x¯i)(xnj − x¯j). (3.6)
Here the index n is running over the set of electrons, while the index i and j are running over the
set of shower profile variables.
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An electromagnetic isolation condition for the candidates is required. The definition of isolation
fraction is:
fiso =
Etot(∆R < 0.4)− EEM (∆R < 0.2)
EEM (∆R < 0.2) (3.7)
where Etot(∆R < 0.4) is the total energy inside the a cone of size ∆R < 0.4 around the direction
of the electron, and EEM (∆R < 0.2) is the energy in a similar cone of size ∆R < 0.2, summed
over EM layers only.
For electrons only, they are required to have a track matched with their calorimeter clusters.
The track must be within a road, centered at the centroid of the calorimeter cluster, and of size
0.1 × 0.1 in η − φ space. The final identification of electrons uses a likelihood discriminant with
seven input variables [38]. Distributions of these seven variables are obtained from signal-like Monte
Carlo events and background-dominated real events. The likelihood is defined as:
L = Psig(x)
Psig(x) + Pbkg(x)
, (3.8)
where x is the vector of input variables to the likelihood. The probability is defined as the product
of individual probability of each input variables, without correlations taken into account:
Psig/bkg(x) =
7∏
i=1
P isig/bkg(xi) (3.9)
In this work, electron identification is used to find electrons for veto purposes, to reject electrons
which fake jets, and to recalculate missing transverse energy. Two definitions of electrons are used:
medium and tight.
• Medium electron
1. Electrons are reconstructed either by the simple cone algorithm with cone size R = 0.4
or by extrapolation of a track from the central tracking detector to the electromagnetic
calorimeter cells.
2. Electrons must have fraction of energy deposited in the electromagnetic layer to be
greater than 0.9,
fEM > 0.9. (3.10)
3. Electrons are isolated from hadronic activity by requiring the electromagnetic isolation
fraction, fiso, to be less than 0.15,
fiso < 0.15. (3.11)
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of a parton coming from hard scattering process into jet in the calorimeter.
4. Electrons must be matched to a track with pT at least 5 GeV.
5. Electrons are required to have shower profiles consistent with an electron, χ2cal < 50.0.
• Tight electron
Tight electrons are required to fulfill the medium electron requirements and the electron
likelihood requirements, L > 0.85.
3.6 Jet Reconstruction
Strongly interacting partons (quarks and gluons) coming from hard scattering events will evolve
into streams of hadrons and are reconstructed as energy deposition in the calorimeter. Figure 3.7
shows the evolution of a jet as seen by the detector. Initially the jet begins as a parton (gluon or
quark) coming from a hard scatter event. At this stage, the jet is labeled as parton-jet. The parton
hadronizes into hadrons, mostly pions and kaons. The jet at this stage is labeled as particle-jet.
Finally, the hadrons deposit their energy in the calorimeter, and this final stage of evolution is
named as calorimeter jet. This is the one which is seen by the detector, and reconstructed by the
reconstruction algorithm.
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Jets are reconstructed from energy in the calorimeter using Run II cone algorithm with cone
size R ≤ 0.5 [39]. The algorithm uses preclusters built by the simple cone algorithm with radius
R ≤ 0.3 as input [40]. A minimum threshold value of 6 GeV is used at both the particle-jet level
and the reconstructed level. The DØ standard jet id cuts is used, which include requirements
on Level 1 calorimeter trigger information, calorimeter electromagnetic fraction, and calorimeter
coarse hadronic fraction [41].
3.6.1 Jet energy corrections
Corrections of the jet energy and momenta are done with the preliminary jet energy scale corrections
for Run IIa data [42], which was determined using approximately 150 pb−1 of data. For jets which
contain a muon with ∆R(µ, jet) < 0.5, we include semileptonic corrections which are assumed due
to the decay of heavy flavors to muons.
The equation which expresses the jet energy correction can be written as:
Eparticlejet =
Erawjet −O
Fη ×R× S (3.12)
where Eparticlejet is the corrected jet energy, E
raw
jet is the uncorrected jet energy, O is the offset energy
correction, Fη is the relative response correction (η-intercalibration), R is the absolute response
correction, and S is the showering correction.
The offset energy correction corresponds to subtracting energy which is not coming from the
hard scattering processes. The source of offset energies are underlying events, calorimeter noise,
pile-up effect (energy from the previous collisions), and multiple interactions in the same beam
crossing. This correction is measured using minimum bias events, taking into account the number
of primary vertices in the events. This correction, for different primary vertex multiplicity, is shown
in Figure 3.8. The amount of offset energy grows larger with higher vertex multiplicity. This is
due to the presence of multiple interactions. It can be seen that the amount of offset energy is
relatively small in the central pseudorapidity region, and grows larger toward the forward region.
The relative response correction adjusts for non-uniformities of response as a function of
calorimeter pseudorapidity. Measurement of this correction is done on samples of γ+jets and dijet
events, using the missing transverse energy projection fraction (MPF) method. The method is a
tag-and-probe method which relates the momentum imbalance in the transverse plane between the
tag object and the probe object. Figure 3.9 gives a schematic illustration of this method. For this
measurement, the tag object (photon or jet) is required to be in the central calorimeter (|η| < 0.5)
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Figure 3.8: Offset energy correction for different primary vertex multiplicities as a function of the
jet detector pseudorapidity.
to ensure that the tag object is fully reconstructed within the central calorimeter. Correction is
measured as function of pseudorapidity, and observed to be largest in the gap region between the
calorimeter cryostats, as can be seen in Figure 3.10.
After the offset and relative response corrections are applied, the calorimeter is expected to give
uniform response as a function of energy. The uniform response correction is also measured by the
MPF method on γ+ jet events with first applying the offset and relative response corrections to
the probe object. Figure 3.11 shows the absolute response correction in data.
The last correction is the showering correction, which is applied to correct for energy leaking
from(into) the jet reconstruction cone. It is important to understand that the showering correction
is intended to correct for detector effects only, and not for physical effects such as gluon radiation.
This correction is determined by measuring the jet energy profile density as a function of the radial
distance in η − φ space from the jet axis. In data events, the measurement yields correction due
to physics and detector effects, while in Monte Carlo the measurement yields correction to physics
effects only. The ratio between data and Monte Carlo correction is the final showering correction.
Figure 3.12 shows the showering correction as function of jet transverse energy.
Figure 3.13 shows the total fractional uncertainties on jet energy scale as a function of
uncorrected jet transverse energy. The uncertainties are shown for three different pseudorapidity
values. The individual uncertainties for different types of correction are also shown. The principal
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Figure 3.9: Schematic illustration of MPF method.
source of uncertainties is the response corrections. Statistical limitation dominates the uncertainties
at high transverse energy domain, and also in the forward direction.
In Monte Carlo events, in addition to energy scale corrections, we also smear the jet energy
and correct for the differences in jet reconstruction efficiency, and jet energy resolution in data
and Monte Carlo [43]. This procedure is often referred as ‘Jet Shifting, Smearing, and Removal
(JSSR)’.
3.6.2 Identification of b−quark jets
The presence of one or more jets coming from a b−quark is an extremely powerful discriminator
between signal top quark events and background events. This analysis uses a neural network
algorithm to identify if a jet originated from a b-quark [44–46]. The algorithm uses seven input
variables which characterize the difference between b−jets and light quark/gluon jets: properties
of secondary vertices within the jets, impact parameter significance, and probability of the jet to
originate from the primary vertex. Table 3.1 lists the seven input variables and their explanation.
We have chosen to use the MEDIUM operating point which is equivalent to requiring the neural
network discriminant output to be greater than 0.65. For jets with corrected pT > 15 GeV and
|η| < 2.4|, the average efficiency for this operating point is about 54% for a b-jet, while the average
fake rate is about 1%.
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Table 3.1: Input variables to the neural-network-based algorithm to identify b−quark jets.
Variable Description
SV TSL DLS Decay length significance of the secondary vertex
CSIP Comb Weighted combination of the tracks’ impact parameter significance
JLIP Prob Probability that the jet originates from the primary vertex
SV TSL χ
2
d.o.f. Chi square per degree of freedom of the secondary vertex
SV TL Ntracks Number of tracks used to reconstruct the secondary vertex
SV TSL Mass Mass of the secondary vertex
SV TSL Num Number of secondary vertices found in the jet
In data events, the tagging algorithm is applied directly to jets in the events which pass the
selection criteria. For each jet processed by the algorithm, the tagging algorithm decides if the jet
is a b-jet or not.
In Monte Carlo events, the tagging algorithm is not applied directly. Instead, the algorithm
assigns a probability value to each jet in the event to have originated from a b−quark. This
probability value is measured from data and is often referred to as the “tag rate function”. To
increase the statistical power in Monte Carlo events, all possible permutations of the outcome of
applying the tagging algorithm are considered. This permutation allows one to take advantage of
event characteristics which are dependent on the kinematics of the b−jets.
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Figure 3.11: Absolute response correction in data after offset and relative response corrections as
a function of partially-corrected jet energy.
3.7 Missing Transverse Energy
Neutrinos created in pp¯ collisions will escape detection. The only signature of their presence is a
non-vanishing sum of the momenta of reconstructed particles.
Reconstruction of missing transverse energy in an event begins by defining a four-momentum
for each calorimeter cell, using the event’s primary vertex to defined the direction of the four-
momentum. Then the algorithm performs a vector sum of the transverse components (x and y) of
all four-momenta associated with all cells, with the exception of cells in the coarse hadronic (CH)
layers that are not associated with a well-reconstructed jet.
The sum is then corrected for the presence of well-reconstructed muons, electrons, and jets in
the event. Energy scale corrections are applied to electrons and jets. The final result is the missing
transverse energy which used in this analysis [47, 48].
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Figure 3.13: Fractional jet energy scale uncertainties as a function of uncorrected jet transverse
energy, plotted for three different pseudorapidity values.
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CHAPTER 4
TAU RECONSTRUCTION AND IDENTIFICATION
In the standard electroweak theory, the tau lepton belongs to the same family as electrons and
muons. Its coupling to the electroweak vector bosons W± and Z is identical to that of the electron
and the muon, while the tau differs in mass, lifetime, and decay modes. Table 4.1 lists the basic
properties of the three charged leptons. Taus have lifetime of order 290 × 10−15 seconds with
cτ = 87 µm which is four to five times smaller than the b−quark lifetime. Therefore, the only way
to observe taus is by reconstructing its decay products.
Taus can decay both into leptonic (electron or muon) or hadronic final states as has been shown
before (Fig. 1.5). From Table 4.2, one can see that the branching ratio of tau decays into electrons or
muons is approximately 35%. Electrons and muons from tau decays cannot be easily distinguished
from electrons and muons coming directly from the parent particle. For example, the observable
final state particles from
X → τ + ντ + Y → e/µ+ νe/µ + ντ + Y,
are the same as for
X → e/µ+ νe/µ + Y.
Therefore, leptonic decay modes of tau are usually included in analyses involving electrons or
Table 4.1: Basic properties of the three charged leptons.
Particle Spin (~) Mass (MeV) Charge (e) Lifetime
e 1/2 0.511 −1 stable (> 4.6× 1026) years
µ 1/2 105.658 −1 2.197× 10−6 seconds
τ 1/2 1776.9 −1 0.290× 10−12 seconds
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Table 4.2: Branching ratios (in unit of %) for dominant leptonic and hadronic decay modes of tau,
sorted by expected tau type, as stated in [21].
Decay modes Branching ratio (%)
Leptonic decay
τ− → e−ν¯eντ 17.84± 0.05
τ− → µ−ν¯µντ 17.36± 0.05
Type 1 Hadronic single-prong decay without pi0
τ− → pi−ντ 10.90± 0.07
Type 2 Hadronic single-prong decay with pi0
τ− → pi−pi0ντ 25.50± 0.10
τ− → pi−2pi0ντ 9.47± 0.12
τ− → pi−3pi0ντ 1.04± 0.08
Type 3 Hadronic three-prong decays
τ− → pi−pi+pi−ντ 9.33± 0.08
τ− → pi−pi+pi−pi0ντ 4.59± 0.07
muons. This analysis uses the hadronic decay modes to identify taus. From hereafter, the term tau
will be used specifically to address taus which decay hadronically.
4.1 Reconstruction of Tau Candidates
In almost all hadronic decay modes of taus, charged and neutral pions are the dominant decay
products. Charged pions deposit energy in the electromagnetic and hadronic layers of the
calorimeter, and leave tracks in the tracking detector. Neutral pions decay into two photons which
will deposit most of their energies in the electromagnetic layers of the calorimeter. A tau which
decays hadronically will have many similarities to a jet from strongly interacting particles.
However, there are some major differences between tau jets and typical hadronic jets. Most
taus produced from the decay of heavy particles like W or Z bosons are fairly energetic and have
high boost factors resulting in decay products that are mostly collinear with the taus themselves.
Jets from tau decays have a narrower radius than jets from hadronization of strongly interacting
particles. They are also expected to have a small number of tracks, between one to three, associated
with them, which result from the charged pions. The total sum of energy for the remaining tracks
surrounding the tau is expected to be small.
The DØ tau reconstruction algorithm [49] finds and builds tau candidates from three primary
elements:
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1. Calorimeter cluster, which is reconstructed by a simple cone algorithm. The tau cone
algorithm use a radius of R < 0.5. A co-axial cone of radius Riso < 0.3 is used to defined tau
calorimeter isolation variables.
2. Electromagnetic sub cluster(s), which is reconstructed using by the nearest-neighbor
algorithm and is expected to come from neutral pions in tau decays.
3. Track(s), which are expected to come from the charged pions in tau decays. The tau track
matching algorithm follows these steps in matching a tau calorimeter cluster with tracks:
(a) All tracks with transverse momentum greater than 1.5 GeV in a cone of radius 0.5 about
the centroid of the calorimeter cluster are considered as candidates for the tau tracks.
They are sorted in order of decreasing transverse momentum.
(b) The first track (the one with the highest pT ) is always attached to the tau.
(c) Up to two more tracks can be assigned to the tau if the tracks’ z−position are within 2
cm from the first track at closest approach.
(d) A second track is added if the invariant mass of the first and the second track is less
than 1.1 GeV.
(e) A third track is added if the invariant mass of the three tracks is less than 1.7 GeV and
the total sum of their charges is either +1 or −1.
There is a possibility for tau candidates to have two tracks with charges sum to zero. Since
this analysis requires the tau to have charge sign opposite that of the charge of lepton, such tau
candidates are rejected. Tau candidates with two tracks that have a net charge of +2 or −2 are
retained, and assigned a unit charge of the same sign with the total charge, i.e. +1(−1) for taus
with charge +2(−2).
The tau identification sorts the reconstructed tau candidates into three types:
1. Type 1: One track without associated electromagnetic sub cluster. This type of tau
candidates is expected to come from the decay τ− → pi−ντ .
2. Type 2: One track with associated electromagnetic sub cluster. This type of tau candidates
is expected to come from the decay τ− → pi− Npi0ντ , where there are N ≥ 1 neutral pions.
3. Type 3: Two or three tracks. This type of tau candidate is expected to come from the decay
τ− → pi−pi+pi− Npi0ντ , where there are N ≥ 0 neutral pions.
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Figure 4.1: Three tau decay types as defined by DØ tau reconstruction algorithm.
Figure 4.1 illustrates all three types. Notice the distinct feature of each tau decay type, in particular
how each type gives different signatures in the central tracking detectors, electromagnetic, and
hadronic calorimeter.
After the reconstruction stage, tau candidates contain candidates from real taus and other
objects (fake taus). The primary source of fake taus is hadronic jets. Other physics objects which
can also be reconstructed as fake taus are electrons and muons. Further selection criteria are then
required to separate real taus from fake taus.
4.2 Separation of Taus and Hadronic Jets using Neural Network
A tau neural network (denoted by NNτ in what follows) has been developed to distinguish taus
from hadronic jets. A set of discriminating variables is selected as input to the neural network. The
neural network is then trained by using tau candidates in Z/γ∗ → ττ Monte Carlo events in the
mass range 130–250 GeV as signal, and tau candidates in fake-tau enriched data as background.
Twelve variables are used as input to the tau neural network. Each tau type will use a subset
of these twelve variables. The chosen variables emphasize the difference of taus from hadronic
jets: low track multiplicity, narrow calorimeter clusters, isolation in the central tracking system
and the calorimeter, and correlation between the track(s) and calorimeter cluster(s). The variables
are derived from tau tracks, hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeter cluster energies, shower
shape, and the detector geometry. To minimize dependence on the absolute values of measured tau
variables, many of the neural net input variables are defined as a ratio between two measured tau
variables.
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The chosen variables are:
1. EM12isof , which is defined as
EM12isof =
EEM1 + EEM2
Eτ
where Eτ is the energy of the tau calorimeter cluster, EEM1 and EEM2 are energies deposited
in the first two layers of the electromagnetic calorimeter, all in a cone of radius R < 0.5.
2. trkiso, which is defined as
trkiso =
∑
ptrackT∑
pτtrackT
where
∑
ptrackT is sum of pT of all extra tracks not associated with the tau within a cone of
radius R < 0.5, and
∑
pτtrackT is the sum of pT of all tau track(s).
3. fhf (fine hadronic fraction), which is defined as the fraction of tau energy EτT deposited in
the fine hadronic layers of the calorimeter.
4. ET o sum, which is defined as
ET o sum =
EτT
EτT +
∑
pτtrackT
where EτT is the energy of the tau calorimeter cluster, and
∑
pτtrackT is the sum of the tranverse
momenta of all tracks associated with the tau tracks.
5. dalpha, which is defined as
dalpha =
√(
∆φ
sin θ
)2
+ (∆η)2
pi
where θ is polar angle of the vector sum of the tau track momenta. ∆φ and ∆η are the
difference in azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity, respectively, between the vector sum of the
tau tracks and the vector sum of all electromagnetic sub clusters.
6. prf3, which is defined as transverse energy of leading EM sub cluster divided by the transverse
energy deposited in the 3rd electromagnetic layer of the calorimeter within a cone of radius
R < 0.5.
7. profile, which is defined as
profile =
ET1 + ET2
EτT
where ET1 and ET2 are the transverse energy of the two most energetic calorimeter towers.
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8. emET o ET , which is defined as
emET o ET =
EemT
EτT
where EemT is the transverse energy of the EM sub clusters.
9. ett1 o ETiso, where
ett1 o ETiso =
pleading τ trackT
Eτ isoT
where Eτ isoT is the tau transverse energy within a cone of radius R < 0.7.
10. caliso, where
caliso =
EτT − EτTcore
EτTcore
where EτT is the tau cluster’s energy within the cone of radius R < 0.5, E
τ
Tcore is the tau
cluster’s energy within the cone of radius R < 0.3.
11. rms, which is defined as
rms =
√√√√∑ni=1 ((∆φi)2 + (∆ηi)2)ETi
ET
where ∆φ and ∆η are the differences in azimuthal angle φ and pseudorapidity η of the
individual calorimeter cells relative to the centroid of the tau calorimeter cluster. The sum is
performed over all calorimeter cells in the tau calorimeter cluster. This quantity is a measure
of the tau calorimeter cluster width.
12. etad/3, which is the defined as
etad/3 =
|ητCAL|
3.0
where ητCAL is the η position of the tau cluster at the calorimeter. The factor 3.0 is applied
to normalize this variable between 0.0 and 1.0, since the tau id algorithm limits the tau
acceptance up to |ητCAL| < 3.0. This variable is meant to make the neural net algorithm
sensitive to variation of the other variables with respect to ητCAL.
Table 4.3 lists all input variables to the tau neural networks, and their usage by each neural
network. Figure 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show the distributions of tau neural network input variables for
Z → ττ Monte Carlo events (dominated by real taus),W → µ+jets Monte Carlo events (dominated
by fake taus), and data events (contain both real and fake taus).
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Table 4.3: List of tau neural net input variables, and their usage by a particular tau type as input
to their respective neural networks.
Variable name Type 1 Type 2 Type 3
EM12isof
√
trkiso
√ √ √
fhf
√ √ √
ET o sum
√ √ √
dalpha
√ √
prf3
√
profile
√ √ √
emET o ET
√ √
ett1 o ETiso
√
caliso
√ √ √
rms
√ √ √
etad
√ √ √
Figure 4.5 shows the neural net output for three samples: preselected µτ data events without
tau neural net cut (contains both real and fake taus), Z → τ+τ− Monte Carlo (dominated by real
taus), and W → µν (dominated by fake taus). All plots are normalized to unit area.
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of the NNτ input variables for tau type 1. Black histogram is data, blue
histogram is Monte Carlo Z → ττ , and red histogram is Monte Carlo W → µ. All histograms are
normalized to unit area.
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of the NNτ input variables for tau type 2. Black histogram is data, blue
histogram is Monte Carlo Z → ττ , and red histogram is Monte Carlo W → µ. All histograms are
normalized to unit area.
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of the NNτ input variables for tau type 3. Black histogram is data, blue
histogram is Monte Carlo Z → ττ , and red histogram is Monte Carlo W → µ. All histogram is
normalized to unit area.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of the tau NN output for all three types. The left column is a linear scale
while the right is the same distribution with a logarithmic scale. The top row shows type 1 taus,
the middle row is type 2 taus, while the bottom row is type 3 taus. The black histogram is data,
the blue histogram is Z → ττ MC (signal), and the red histogram is W → `ν MC (fake tau). The
histograms are normalized to unit area.
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CHAPTER 5
EVENT PRESELECTION
5.1 Data Set
This analysis uses a Run II dataset collected with the DØ detector from the period April 2002
through February 2006. The data have been processed with the DØ reconstruction software,
including the new calorimeter hadronic calibration algorithm. The data were then converted into
the DØ Common Analysis Format (CAF) and split into three datasets. Each dataset corresponds
to the software version used to reconstruct the data, and the loose selection criteria used to create
the dataset. This work uses the single muon loose inclusive datasets which require the presence of
at least one muon in the events. Table 5.1 lists the datasets and the number of events in each.
5.1.1 Trigger
This analysis uses muon+jets trigger suites which are also used in the top pair production
muon+jets analyses and single top production muon+jets analyses. Since the final state of interest
consist of a high pT muon, a hadronic tau which may also be reconstructed as a jet, and two high
pT b-jets, the muon+jet trigger suite is a suitable set of triggers for this analysis. Table 5.2 lists the
trigger names used in this analysis and their respective luminosity. The total integrated luminosity
is approximately 994 ± 61 pb−1. The principal source of uncertainty in the integrated luminosity
is the uncertainty in the value of inelastic pp¯ cross-section.
Table 5.1: Names of datasets used in this analysis, and the number of events in each dataset.
Dataset name Number of events
CSG CAF MUinclusive PASS3 p17.09.03 266,513,739
CSG CAF MUinclusive PASS3 p17.09.06 28,198,829
CSG CAF MUinclusive PASS3 p17.09.06b 25,376,979
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Table 5.2: Trigger names and their respective luminosities in each trigger version range.
Trigger version range Trigger name Luminosity (pb−1)
v8.00-v11.99 MU JT20 L2M0 125.93
v12.00-v12.99 MU JT25 L2M0 231.14
v13.00-v13.99 MUJ2 JT25 31.84
v14.00-v14.19 MUJ2 JT25 LM3 16.10
v14.00-v14.19 MUJ2 JT30 LM3 255.33
v14.20-v14.29 MUJ1 JT25 LM3 0.01
v14.30-v14.99 MUJ1 JT25 ILM3 21.89
v14.20-v14.29 MUJ1 JT35 LM3 311.92
Total 994.1± 60.6
5.1.2 Data quality
Events are required to be recorded in data-taking runs that are not considered bad for the following
parts of DØ detector: calorimeter, silicon tracker, fiber tracker, and muon detector [50]. A list of
bad luminosity block numbers, specific for the triggers used in the analysis, was generated. Events
which are recorded within these bad luminosity blocks are rejected.
Some types of calorimeter noise occur randomly, independent of bad runs list and bad luminosity
blocks list discussed before. Events which are flagged bad due to the presence of calorimeter noises
are not used in the analysis. This problem needs to be taken into account as an inefficiency. A
study with samples of zero-bias events resulted of an efficiency of 97.14% [51]. This is accounted
for in the background estimates and signal efficiency.
The size of the single muon inclusive datasets above is large. A working subset of the datasets
was made using the following selection criteria:
• Trigger and data quality.
• At least one loose isolated muon as defined in Section 3.3 with pT > 15 GeV.
• At least one good jet as defined in Section 3.6 with pT > 15 GeV.
• Vertex requirement. The event is required to have a primary vertex within the coverage of the
silicon detector, namely the z−position to be less than 60 cm from the center of the detector;
and to have at least three tracks attached to the primary vertex.
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• The loose muon is required to be coming from the vicinity of the primary vertex,
∆z(µ, vertex) < 1 cm.
There are 237,308 events in the single muon inclusive dataset that pass these cuts. This will be
referred as the muon+jets skim.
5.2 Monte Carlo Samples
5.2.1 Monte Carlo generator and samples
TheALPGEN version 2.05 [52] fixed-order matrix element (FOME) generator was used to generate
signal tt¯ samples and background W+jets and Z+jets samples. The background samples consist of
vector bosons with light partons (W+Nlp, Z+Nlp) and heavy flavors (Wcc¯,Wbb¯, Zcc¯, Zbb¯). The
factorization scale chosen was
Q2 =M2V + p
2
T (V ) (5.1)
where V refers to the vector boson type (W or Z). The MLM jet-matching algorithm was applied
during sample generation [53, 54]. Pythia version 6.323 [55] is then used to add parton-level
shower and hadronization. Since Pythia can add a bb¯ and/or cc¯ pair during the showering and
hadronization processes, events in which Pythia has added bb¯ and/or cc¯ pair are removed. This
is important to ensure that all heavy flavor pairs are coming from ALPGEN.
The decays of tau leptons and B mesons are not handled properly by Pythia. The TAUOLA
version 2.5 library [56] is used to decay tau leptons. This library offers the following advanced
features in simulating tau decays: availability of about twenty tau lepton decay modes, electroweak
radiative corrections in leptonic decays, and precise treatment of hadronic decay matrix elements.
The EvtGen version 00-00-17 library [57] is used to decay B hadrons. The library includes
CP−violating decay modes and provides better simulation of angular correlation of B hadron
decay products in cascade decays.
5.2.2 Heavy flavor K-factor
Higher-order calculation shows that the ratio of heavy-flavor jets to light flavor jets in W+jets and
Z+jets production changed compared to leading-order calculation [58, 59]. We correct the heavy
flavor to light flavor ratio in ALPGEN W+jets and Z+jets Monte Carlo by applying a relative
scale factor to W/Z + bb¯ and W/Z + cc¯ samples before combining them with W/Z +N lp sample.
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The factor for W+jets sample was determined by members of the DØ collaboration [60] to be
KHF = 1.17± 0.18. (5.2)
For Z+jets sample, we refer to ZH → eebb¯ and ZH → µµbb¯ analyses [61] which used the value
KHF = 1.1± 0.17. (5.3)
5.2.3 Trigger efficiency corrections in Monte Carlo
The trigger efficiency corrections for Monte Carlo samples are done by weighting each Monte Carlo
event with its probability to fire any of the triggers used during the data taking period. Efficiency
turn-on curves are measured from unbiased data to determine the efficiency of physics objects to
fire triggers at all trigger levels. For this analysis the relevant physics objects are the muon and
jet, and the relevant triggers are muon triggers and jet triggers.
The muon and jet triggers are independent of each other, therefore the probability of an event
to fire a muon+jets trigger can be written as the product of the probability to fire each trigger
separately, that is:
P (µ+ jets trigger) = P (µ trigger)× P (jet trigger) (5.4)
The efficiency of muons(jets) to fire the three-level trigger system can be broken down into products
of the probabilities of the muons(jets) to fire the muon(jets) trigger at each trigger level,
P (µ trigger) = P (L1 µ)× P (L2 µ|L1 µ)× P (L3 µ|L2 µ & L1 µ) (5.5)
P (jet trigger) = P (L1 jet)× P (L2 jet|L1 jet)× P (L3 jet|L2 jet & L1 jet) (5.6)
where P (X|Y ) denotes the probability of X given a condition Y .
For each Monte Carlo event that passes the selection cuts, we calculate the probabilities that
the event will fire each trigger listed in Table 5.2. The trigger probabilities for all triggers are
then averaged by weighting the probability for each trigger by its respective recorded luminosity.
The final probability for each Monte Carlo event is the probability that the event will fire any of
the listed triggers during the data taking period. The value of the final trigger efficiency is about
80− 85%.
5.3 Preselection of Muon+Jets Events
As discussed in section 1.5, the muon+tau analysis bears similarities to both a muon+jets and to
a dilepton analysis. For example, in most of the running period there is not a muon+tau trigger,
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therefore muon+jets trigger, as used by the muon+jets analysis, is chosen. Much of the advantage
of having two oppositely charged leptons to reduce backgrounds remains. For the initial selection
of events, this analysis combines the most applicable parts of both types of analyses.
5.3.1 General strategy
We adopt several general strategies for our preselection:
• We follow the muon+jets analysis in choosing to use muon+jets triggers.
• The initial preselection follows the muon+jets analysis, where we select events with one
isolated muon and one or more good jets (described in this section).
• Then we select tau candidates in the lepton+jets sample (Section 5.4).
• Final selection adds the requirement of one or more of the jets to be b−jet.
5.3.2 Muon+jets selection criteria
Preselection at this level is designed to choose muon+jets events that satisfy the trigger requirements
with high efficiency. We select events with one muon, at least one jet, and missing transverse energy.
The following selection criteria are applied to the muon+jets skim:
• Muon+jets trigger.
• Exactly one tightly isolated muon (as described in Section 3.3) with pT > 20 GeV.
• No other tightly isolated muon with pT > 15 GeV.
• No other track-matched, loose quality muon with pT > 15 GeV whose invariant mass with
the isolated muon lies within the Z−mass window between 70 to 100 GeV.
• No isolated, tight electron (as described in Section 3.5) in the central calorimeter with pT > 15
GeV.
• At least one jet (with all the corrections applied as described in Section 3.6) with pT > 30
GeV; additional jets are allowed to have pT > 20 GeV.
• Primary vertex to be located within the silicon detector, |zPV | < 60 cm, and has at least
three tracks attached to it.
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Table 5.3: Summary of muon+jets selection criteria with some parameters and their effects on the
muon+jets skim.
Cuts Number of data events
Muon+jets skim 237308
Data quality 234094
Muon+jets trigger requirement as in
Table 5.2 234094
Jet energy corrections 234094
Removal of jets which are matched to electrons 234094
Jet selection, at least one jet with
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5 229491
Leading jet selection
pT of the leading jet > 30 GeV 215022
Veto tight electrons 214909
Muon selection, at least one loose isolated muon with
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.0 114504
Exactly one tight isolated muon 60136
Matching of the primary muon and fired muon trigger 59477
Veto second tight isolated muon with
pT > 15 GeV, |η| < 2.0 59185
Veto on Z-mass window (primary muon,any other muon)
M(µ, µ′) > 100 GeV or M(µ, µ′) < 70 58242
Vertex requirement
vz < 60 cm, at least 3 tracks, ∆z(µ, vertex) < 1.0 cm 58242
Missing transverse energy requirement
15 < E/T < 200 GeV 43425
• Muon is required to come from vicinity of the primary vertex, |∆z(µ, PV )| < 1.0 cm.
• Missing transverse energy greater than 15 GeV to reject multijet events, and less than 200
GeV to reject events with badly reconstructed muons, 15 < E/T < 200 GeV.
Tables 5.3 lists the selection criteria applied to the muon+jets skim and their effects on data
reduction.
5.3.3 Normalization of W+jets events
The preseleced muon+jets events arise predominantly fromW boson and multijet event production.
SinceW+jets events are a significant component of our background, we use this sample to determine
the normalization factor forW+jets events. The choice to normalize theW+jets background using
data is made with the following reasons:
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• The ALPGEN Monte Carlo used to generate theW+jets samples is leading-order generator.
Thus it can’t be expected to yield a precise estimation of the W+jets cross-section.
• We will show later that after the tau selection, the sample will have four major components
W + jets, tt¯, Z → µ+µ−+jets, and Z → τ+τ−+jets. It is not trivial to normalize the W+
background at the stage after tau selection. Rather, normalizing this background at a stage
where it still strongly dominates the sample would be a simpler and also reasonable approach.
To determine the normalization, we perform a two-component fit of the transverse mass of
the muon + missing transverse energy. We use ALPGEN Monte Carlo to model the template of
W+jets events (see Sec. 5.2). The template for multijet events was derived by using data events
in which the muon is loosely isolated but fails the tight isolation. To gain full statistical power
in the fit, we perform the fit using 1-jet inclusive sample. We subtract the estimated theoretical
contribution from tt¯ and Z+jets, using NLO cross-sections, before we perform the fit. Figure 5.1
shows the results of the fit.
The normalization factors are determined by varying a scale factor for each contribution and
calculating a χ2 between data and the sum of the contributions [62]. ForW+jets template, the scale
factor is the ratio between the observed number ofW+jets events in data from the fit results and the
expected W+jets events normalized using ALPGEN cross-sections. For the multijet template, the
scale factor is the ratio between the observed number of multijet events in data from the fit results
and the size of the multijet sample from which the template is derived. We are only concerned
about the scale factor for W+jets events. The scale factor obtained from the fit is
κW+jets = 1.60± 0.01 (5.7)
We cross-check our modelling of W normalization by plotting some control variables which are
characteristics of W+jets events. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show some control variables in the µ+jets
sample. There is good agreement between the observed data and Monte Carlo prediction in the
control plots. Of particular importance is the agreement in jet multiplicity, meaning that the model
also works at higher jet multiplicity.
5.4 Selection of Tau Candidates in Muon+Jets Events
Starting from the preselected muon+jets sample, we select events in the sample with at least one
tau candidate. This section describes the selection and studies of the muon+tau+jets samples.
We require the following criteria for the tau candidates:
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of the transverse mass from the muon+jets sample used to determine the
W normalization factor. The filled histograms show the templates used in the fit and have been
normalized using the results. Contributions from Z and tt¯ have been subtracted from the data.
• Tau calorimeter cluster ET > 10/5/10 GeV for type 1/2/3.
• Tau is required to be reconstructed in the central calorimeter, |ητCAL| < 1.0.
• The tau’s leading track pT > 7/5/5 GeV for type 1/2/3. In addition, for tau type 3, the total
sum of tau tracks’ pT ,
∑
pτ trackT > 7 GeV.
• Tau is separated from the muon. We require the muon’s track and tau’s leading track to be
separated by ∆R > 0.5. We also require that the muon’s track and the tau’track are not the
same object.
• Tau is coming from the same vertex as the muon, ∆z(µ track, τ leading track) < 1.0 cm.
• The tau’s charge is opposite that of the muon’s charge.
• Tau neural net output is greater than 0.8 for all types.
For events with more than one tau candidate, we choose the one with the highest tau neural
net output. After selecting events with a tau candidate, we recount the jet multiplicity in the
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of control variables from the muon+jets sample including all contributions
(part 1 of 2).
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of control variables from the muon+jets sample including all contributions
(part 2 of 2).
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of tau neural net output (NNτ ) in the preselected muon+tau+jets sample
before NNτ cut. Left figure is for all values of NNτ in logarithmic scale, right figure is for values
of NNτ greater than 0.5 in linear scale.
event. We check if one of the selected jets is the same object as the selected tau candidate. A jet
is considered to be the same object as the tau candidate if it is separated from the tau candidate
by a distance less than 0.5 in the η − φ plane
∆R(τ, j) < 0.5. (5.8)
If a jet is matched to the tau candidate, it is discarded from the list of selected jets. We require all
selected jets in the event to be not matched to the tau. We reapply the jet criteria (e.g. leading
jet pT > 30 GeV) with the revised jet list.
Before the tau neural net cut is applied, we cross-check the validity of tau neural net output in
data and Monte Carlo. Figure 5.4 shows the distributions of tau neural net output in the above
sample before the application of tau neural net cut. We found good agreement between data and
Monte Carlo in the prediction of tau neural net output. As expected, W+jets sample which has
fake taus peaks near zero, while Z → ττ sample which has real taus peaks near one.
We divide the lepton+tau+jets events sample into two disjoint samples. The first sample
contains muon-tau pairs with opposite charge sign (OS). This sample contains the signal events, as
well as various background contributions from Z+jets, W+jets, diboson, and multijet processes.
The second sample contains the muon-tau pairs with have same-sign charge (SS). This sample is
dominated by multijet and W+jets events. We use this sample to estimate contributions from
multijet processes to the OS sample, as will be discussed in Section 5.5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of tau neural net output (NNτ ) in the preselected muon+tau+jets sample
before NNτ cut. Left figure is for all values of NNτ in logarithmic scale, right figure is for values
of NNτ greater than 0.5 in linear scale.
5.4.1 Monte Carlo to data correction factor for jets faking taus
A significant number of events passing our tau criteria arise from having a jet fake a tau. This
results in non-negligible contributions from W+jets, multijet and tt¯ → `+jets. Since the W and
tt¯ components are estimated from MC it is important to account for any differences between data
and MC with respect to jets faking taus.
We use the muon+jets data sample from Section 5.3 and W+jets Monte Carlo to derive the
Monte Carlo to data correction factor of jets faking taus. In addition to the muon+jets selection
criteria, we add a cut on the minimum transverse mass of 40 GeV to reduce the multijet component.
We also subtract the estimated contribution of Z → ττ , Z → µµ, and tt¯ to the data sample to
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Table 5.4: Number of events in data and Monte Carlo W+jets enriched sample. The Monte Carlo
sample is normalized to the generator cross-section.
Sample Number of events Number of events
without tau requirement with tau requirement
Data 6789.0 113.4
W+jets Monte Carlo 5431.9 84.3
increase the sample purity.
We cross-check that the samples used in this study are indeed dominated by W+jets events.
Figure 5.6 shows theW transverse mass plots used in this calculation, before and after tau selection.
Within statistical limitations (especially after tau selection), we found that the shapes of the
transverse mass distributions; before and after tau selection; are consistent with samples which
are enriched in W+jets events.
The correction factor is obtained by taking the ratio of tau fake rate in data and Monte Carlo.
This will ensure that the correction factor is independent of Monte Carlo normalization. Table
5.4 lists the estimated number of W+jets events in data and Monte Carlo without and with tau
requirement. The correction factor is defined as:
f =
#of data w/ tau
#of data
#of MC w/ tau
#of MC
=
113.4
6789.0
84.3
5431.9
(5.9)
= 1.04± 0.08 (5.10)
This value is then applied to W+jets and tt¯→ `+jets samples in the rest of this analysis.
5.5 Background Yield Estimation
5.5.1 Multijet events
The contributions of multijet background comes primarily from heavy-quark pair production, bb¯
and cc¯ production. One of the heavy-quark decays via semileptonic process into a muon which
becomes isolated, while the fake tau come from a jet.
Events with same-sign charge lepton-tau pair (SS) are used to estimate the contribution of
multijet processes in the opposite-sign (OS) sample. We use the following two assumptions to
make the estimation of multijet background:
• Taus in SS sample are dominated by fake taus that come from multijet and W+jets-like
processes.
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Figure 5.6: Distributions of the W transverse mass for the muon+jets sample. The top row
shows the distributions where a muon and at least one jet are required. The bottom rows shows
distributions where a tau is required to be found. The left are data (with Z, multijet and tt¯
subtracted) while the right are W MC.
• Multijet processes contribute equally to the SS sample and OS sample.
With those assumptions, we estimate that the contributions of multijet events in the OS sample
is approximately equal to the number of events in the SS sample after subtracting the contributions
of W+jets and tt¯ processes to the SS sample.
NOSQCD = N
SS
QCD = N
SS
DATA −NSSW+jets −NSStt¯ (5.11)
Table 5.5 lists the observed number of events in SS data sample, and the estimated contributions
ofW+jets and tt¯ lepton+jets into the SS data sample for the µτ channel. A negative sign means the
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Table 5.5: Observed/expected same-sign events in data at the pre-tagged level, and the expected
amount of W+jets and tt¯ lepton+jets events to be subtracted from SS data to get the estimation
of multijet background contributions in the opposite sign (OS) sample.
Sample Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 All type
SS data 3± 1.73 12± 3.46 23± 4.80 38± 6.16
SS tt¯→ dilepton −0.00± 0.00 −0.06± 0.00 −0.21± 0.01 −0.28± 0.01
SS tt¯→ lepton+jets −0.06± 0.01 −0.52± 0.03 −4.30± 0.09 −4.88± 0.09
SS Wbb¯ −0.02± 0.01 −0.12± 0.03 −0.72± 0.14 −0.86± 0.16
SS Wcc¯ −0.06± 0.04 −0.42± 0.14 −3.95± 0.80 −4.43± 0.87
SS WN lp −0.33± 0.18 −3.29± 0.52 −11.32± 0.95 −14.95± 1.10
TOTAL 2.53± 1.74 7.65± 3.51 2.71± 5.01 12.89± 6.40
Table 5.6: Sum of ALPGEN LO cross-section across different parton-level multiplicity bins for
different mass ranges, the corresponding NLO theoretical cross-sections, and the relative scale factor
between the two. Here the Z boson is decayed into one lepton flavor only.
Process
∑
σALPGEN σNLO KZ
Z+→ ``+ (15 GeV < m(`, `) < 60 GeV) 386.02 409.3 1.06± 0.1
Z+→ ``+ (60 GeV < m(`, `) < 130 GeV) 195.33 241.6 1.23± 0.1
Z+→ ``+ (130 GeV < m(`, `) < 250 GeV) 1.42 1.92 1.33± 0.1
contributions are to be subtracted from the SS data to make the estimation of multijet background
contributions in the OS data sample. The errors included are statistical error only.
Figure 5.7 shows the transverse mass distributions in SS sample at the pre-tagged level, before
and after subtraction of W+jets and tt¯. It is clear that the sample is dominated by W+jets events.
In the 2-jet inclusive sample, we also expect some contributions from tt¯ lepton+jets events. We do
not expect any contributions from Z events.
5.5.2 Z+jets events
The Z background is normalized by using the NLO theoretical cross-sections [63]. Table 5.6 lists
the ALPGEN cross-sections for Z → `` processes, the NLO theoretical cross-sections used for
normalization, and the scaling factors required to correct the ALPGEN cross-sections to match
NLO theoretical cross-sections. We assume that the cross-sections are identical for Z decaying into
µµ and ττ . We assign an error of ±0.1 to those scale factors. For Z + bb¯ and Z + cc¯ we apply
additional heavy flavor K-factor of 1.1 as has been discussed earlier in Section 5.2.2.
As a cross-check, we also derive the normalization scaling factor from data. We select events
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Figure 5.7: Transverse mass distributions in the SS sample at the pre-tagged level. Left column is
for events with exactly one jet, right column is for events with two or more jets. Top row show the
distributions before subtraction of W+jets and tt¯ events. Bottom row show the distributions after
subtraction of W+jets and tt¯ events, with gray-shaded areas indicate the statistical errors.
with two isolated muons and one or more jets, using the same criteria for leptons and jets, same
trigger and same dataset, but remove the tau requirements. Then we fit the dilepton invariant
mass distributions using a template from ALPGEN Monte Carlo to data. A scale factor of
κZ+jets = 1.30± 0.03 (5.12)
is obtained from the fit. The fit result is consistent with the KZ factor and its assigned error
obtained by taking the ratio of NLO to ALPGEN LO cross-sections.
We cross-check the method of Z+jets normalization by checking the distributions of control
variables in the dimuon sample. Figure 5.8 shows the distributions of these control variables. The
Monte Carlo template is built of Z/γ → µµ samples in three different dimuon mass bins: 15-60
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Table 5.7: List of Pythia diboson MC used in this analysis.
Sample Number of generated events σNLO(pb)
WW → inclusive 1,984,651 12.0
WZ → inclusive 276,520 3.68
GeV, 60-130 GeV, and 130-250 GeV. We found that the contribution from the 15-60 GeV and
130-250 GeV are small, and fitting template is strongly dominated by the 60-130 GeV mass bin.
Good agreement is found between the observed data and Monte Carlo prediction.
5.5.3 Diboson events
The contributions from dibosons are estimated purely from Pythia Monte Carlo, normalized
to NLO cross-sections. We consider to include the WW and WZ processes in the background
estimation. The inclusive cross-section for the third diboson process, ZZ, is smaller than the tt¯
cross-section, and we expect that the contribution will be negligible. Table 5.7 lists the MC diboson
samples used in this analysis and their respective cross-sections.
5.6 Analysis of Pre-tagged Sample
We defined the pre-tagged sample as the sample that pass the muon+tau+jets selection criteria as
described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. There are 104 events in the pre-tagged sample. Breaking down
the samples into tau type, we found that there are 15 events with tau type 1, 37 events with tau
type 2, and 52 events with tau type 3. The analysis is therefore statistically limited.
Table 5.8 lists the contributions of various processes into the muon+tau+≥2 jets sample at the
pre-tag level. Some processes such as Z+jets in the mass bin 15 − 60 GeV and 130 − 250 GeV
only contribute a small amount into the total expected events. One can see that there are four
dominant processes in this sample: tt¯ signal, W → µ+jets, Z → µ−µ++jets, and Z → τ−τ++jets.
We check distributions of control variables that are expected to uniquely characterize the
muon+tau+jets sample. In general, the selected sample has characteristics of W+jets (due to the
presence of tt¯ and W+jets component) and Z+jets events (due to the presence of Z → µ−µ++jets
and Z → τ−τ++jets). We chose variables which characterizeW+jets-like events (such as transverse
mass, the azimuthal difference between the muon and missing transverse energy) and those which
characterize Z+jets events (such as the invariant mass between the muon and tau, the azimuthal
difference between the muon and the tau). Figure 5.9 and 5.10 shows distributions of control
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Table 5.8: Estimated and observed yield for various component in the µτ OS sample with at least
two jets and no b−tagged jet requirement.
Sample Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 All type
Multijet 2.49± 1.74 7.34± 3.51 0.77± 4.94 10.60± 6.31
Wbb¯ 0.12± 0.03 0.31± 0.05 1.95± 0.14 2.38± 0.16
Wcc¯ 0.12± 0.08 1.15± 0.22 4.67± 0.45 5.94± 0.50
WN lp 1.32± 0.31 6.05± 0.71 22.28± 1.39 29.65± 1.59
Z → µµ+ bb¯ 0.19± 0.03 0.79± 0.05 0.07± 0.02 1.06± 0.06
Z → µµ+ cc¯ 0.25± 0.07 1.32± 0.17 0.29± 0.07 1.87± 0.19
Z → µµ+N lp(15− 60) 0.09± 0.06 0.66± 0.18 0.47± 0.15 1.28± 0.24
Z → µµ+N lp(60− 130) 2.89± 0.43 10.90± 0.85 2.14± 0.35 15.94± 1.01
Z → µµ+N lp(130− 250) 0.10± 0.01 0.37± 0.02 0.04± 0.01 0.52± 0.02
Z → ττ + bb¯ 0.08± 0.01 0.53± 0.03 0.25± 0.02 0.86± 0.04
Z → ττ + cc¯ 0.10± 0.05 1.01± 0.17 0.55± 0.10 1.66± 0.20
Z → ττ +N lp(15− 60) 0.07± 0.07 0.25± 0.10 0.22± 0.09 0.53± 0.15
Z → ττ +N lp(60− 130) 1.58± 0.31 9.72± 0.92 4.58± 0.58 15.88± 1.13
Z → ττ +N lp(130− 250) 0.05± 0.01 0.39± 0.02 0.20± 0.01 0.64± 0.03
WW 0.12± 0.02 0.66± 0.05 1.24± 0.07 2.02± 0.09
WZ 0.12± 0.03 0.36± 0.06 0.25± 0.05 0.73± 0.08
tt¯→ dilepton 0.79± 0.01 8.34± 0.04 2.98± 0.03 12.11± 0.05
tt¯→ lepton+jets 0.32± 0.02 2.18± 0.05 10.19± 0.12 12.69± 0.14
TOTAL 10.80± 1.86 52.34± 3.81 53.56± 5.21 116.69± 6.72
Data 15 37 52 104
variables in the muon+tau+jets sample with at least two jets. Appendix A shows more distributions
of control variables, both in the one-jet exclusive and two-jets inclusive samples.
Table 5.8 shows that at the current selection stage, the expected contribution of tt¯ event into the
selected sample is about 20% of the sample composition. While there is already a hint of tt¯ events in
the sample, their significance is small. The last step in the analysis, b−tagging, is expected to reduce
the contributions of background with light-flavor jets significantly, while retaining contributions of
tt¯ signal events. After applying b−tagging, it is expected that the sample will be dominated by top
events. This will be discusssed in detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.8: Distributions of control variables from normalization of Z/γ → µ−µ+ by invariant mass
template fit.
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Figure 5.9: Distributions of control variables in the preselected muon+tau+jets sample (Part 1 of
2)
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of control variables in the preselected muon+tau+jets sample (Part 2 of
2)
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CHAPTER 6
MEASUREMENT OF σ (pp¯→ tt¯) AND σ (pp¯→ tt¯) ·BR (tt¯→ µτhbb¯)
6.1 Estimation of tt¯ Event Efficiency
As stated in Chapter 5, we use ALPGEN to model the tt¯ signal events and estimate the efficiencies.
As Table 5.8 shows, the expected contributions from tt¯ in both inclusive dilepton final states
and inclusive lepton+jets final states are roughly equal. We use both the dilepton sample and
lepton+jets sample to estimate the inclusive tt¯ efficiency. Here lepton means all three lepton
flavors: e, µ, τ .
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 list the selection criteria applied to the signal samples and the cumulative
efficiency for each step. We use the SM branching ratio of top quark decay, as listed in Table 1.2,
to combine the efficiencies for the two decay modes, giving the total efficiencies with respect to the
tt¯ initial state. Table 6.1 also lists the cumulative efficiency for dilepton samples with the exclusive
final state µτhbb¯ only. The efficiency of this final state is of importance in looking for non-SM decay
of top quarks.
Table 6.3 summarizes the efficiencies for both types of signal events, and shows the total
efficiencies with respect to the tt¯ initial state. After weighting with their respective branching
ratios, the efficiency from tt¯ → lepton+jets is about the same size as the efficiency from tt¯ →
dilepton.
6.2 Analysis of b−tagged Sample
The b−tagged sample is defined as the preselected muon+tau+jets sample with an additional
requirement of the presence of one or more jets which are identified as a b−jet. In data events, we
apply the b−tagging algorithm into every jet in the event. For each jet, the algorithm returns a
binary value whether the jet is a b−jet or not. In Monte Carlo events, we first assign a probability
to each jet in the event to be a b−jet. We then compute the probability for at least one jet in the
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Table 6.1: Efficiency of muon+tau+jets selection cuts on tt¯→ dilepton and tt¯→ µτhbb¯ generated
by ALPGEN Monte Carlo.
Selection Cumulative Cumulative
criteria efficiency efficiency
tt¯→ dilepton inclusive tt¯→ µτhbb¯
At least one jet with pT > 20 GeV 0.9844± 0.0004 0.9909± 0.0012
Leading jet pT > 30 GeV 0.9639± 0.0004 0.9753± 0.0012
No tight electron in central calorimeter 0.6395± 0.0006 0.9737± 0.0012
One or more loosely isolated muons with pT > 20 GeV 0.2488± 0.0005 0.4392± 0.0015
Exactly one tightly isolated muon with pT > 20 GeV 0.2101± 0.0005 0.4237± 0.0015
Veto second tightly isolated muon with pT > 15 GeV 0.2054± 0.0005 0.4237± 0.0015
Veto on Z−window 0.1999± 0.0005 0.4232± 0.0015
Primary vertex (|zPV | < 60 cm, number of tracks ≥ 3 0.1968± 0.0005 0.4177± 0.0015
Muon comes from primary vertex, |∆z(µ, PV )| < 1 cm 0.1966± 0.0005 0.4172± 0.0015
MET cut, 15 < E/T < 200 GeV 0.1866± 0.0005 0.3962± 0.0015
Trigger Efficiency 0.1525± 0.0004 0.3255± 0.0012
Muon ID correction factors 0.1386± 0.0004 0.2961± 0.0012
Loose tau (without NN cut) 0.1219± 0.0004 0.2673± 0.0011
Tight tau (NN cut) 0.0257± 0.0002 0.0931± 0.00076
Opposite sign muon-tau pair 0.0227± 0.0002 0.0868± 0.00074
Number of jets not matched to the tau ≥ 1 0.0225± 0.0002 0.0861± 0.00074
Leading jet pT > 30 GeV 0.0222± 0.0002 0.0846± 0.00073
Two or more jets not matched to the tau 0.0175± 0.0001 0.0663± 0.00065
At least one b−tagged jet 0.0126± 0.0001 0.0481± 0.00031
event to be a b−jet. The probability can be
P (at least one tag) = 1.0− P (zero tag)
= 1.0−
all jets∏
j
Pj(not tagged) (6.1)
Multijet background contributions in the tagged sample are estimated using the same method
discussed in Section 5.5.1, with the addition of the b−jet requirement. Table 6.4 lists the yield
of W+jets and tt¯ lepton+jets events in the same-sign (SS) data events, as well as the observed
number of events in SS data. Nine events are found in the sS data sample.
Finally, in Table 6.5 we list the expected yields from the signal and background processes in
the tagged sample. We find that the multijet process is the dominant background in the tagged
sample, both in terms of magnitude and error. The principal source of error is the small size of the
same-sign sample. As expected, the requirement of at least one b−jet in the sample reduced the
contributions from W +N lp and Z +N lp significantly. The final selected, b−tagged sample now
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Table 6.2: Efficiency of muon+tau+jets selection cuts on tt¯ → lepton+jets signal generated by
ALPGEN Monte Carlo.
Selection criteria Cumulative efficiency
At least one jet with pT > 20 GeV 0.9958± 0.0005
Leading jet pT > 30 GeV 0.9943± 0.0005
No tight electron in central calorimeter 0.8162± 0.0006
One or more loosely isolated muons with pT > 20 GeV 0.1705± 0.0005
Exactly one tightly isolated muon with pT > 20 GeV 0.1619± 0.0005
Veto second tightly isolated muon with pT > 15 GeV 0.1619± 0.0005
Veto on Z−window 0.1618± 0.0005
Primary vertex (|zPV | < 60 cm, number of tracks ≥ 3 0.1595± 0.0005
Muon comes from primary vertex, |∆z(µ, PV )| < 1 cm 0.1594± 0.0005
MET cut, 15 < E/T < 200 GeV 0.1498± 0.0005
Trigger Efficiency 0.1300± 0.0004
Muon ID correction factors 0.1183± 0.0004
Loose tau (without NN cut) 0.1116± 0.0004
Tight tau (NN cut) 0.00836± 0.00011
Opposite sign muon-tau pair 0.00449± 0.00008
Number of jets not matched to the tau ≥ 1 0.00448± 0.00008
Leading jet pT > 30 GeV 0.00448± 0.00008
Two or more jets not matched to the tau 0.00414± 0.00008
At least one b−tagged jet 0.00274± 0.00001
Table 6.3: Efficiencies of the muon+tau+jets selection for tt¯ dilepton and tt¯lepton+jets sample,
and the total efficiencies for tt¯→ inclusive sample.
Processes Efficiency ² Branching ratio BR ²×BR
tt¯→ dilepton 0.01266± 0.0001 0.10608 0.001304± 0.000015
tt¯→ lepton+jets 0.00274± 0.0001 0.43924 0.001247± 0.000027
tt¯→ inclusive 0.002551± 0.000031
is dominated by top quark events.
Figure 6.1 shows some distributions in the tagged sample. Due to the poor statistics, we chose
to check kinematics of individual physics object and variables which describes tt¯ events, such as HT
(the sum of transverse energy of all physics object in the event). Appendix A has a more exhaustive
set of distributions in the b−tagged sample.
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Table 6.4: Observed same-sign (SS) events in data at the tagged level, and the expected number
of W+jets and tt¯ lepton+jets events to be subtracted from SS data to get estimation of multijet
background in the opposite sign (OS) sample. Notice the large statistical error on the SS data
sample due to small statistics.
Sample Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 All type
SS data 1± 1.00 1± 1.00 7± 2.65 9± 3.00
SS tt¯→ dilepton −0.00± 0.00 −0.04± 0.00 −0.12± 0.01 −0.16± 0.01
SS tt¯→ lepton+jets −0.04± 0.01 −0.33± 0.02 −2.72± 0.06 −3.09± 0.07
SS Wbb¯ −0.01± 0.01 −0.05± 0.02 −0.36± 0.05 −0.42± 0.06
SS Wcc¯ −0.02± 0.01 −0.04± 0.02 −0.42± 0.07 −0.48± 0.07
SS WN lp −0.00± 0.00 −0.08± 0.02 −0.24± 0.02 −0.32± 0.02
TOTAL 0.92± 1.00 0.45± 1.00 3.15± 2.65 4.52± 3.001
6.3 Cross-section Extraction
The small size of the b−tagged sample suggests using a counting method to extract the cross section.
One can relate the observed number of events to the cross-section by
σtt¯ =
Nobserved −Nexpected background
²× L , (6.2)
where ² is the efficiency for inclusive tt¯ events and L is total amount of integrated luminosity in
the data sample.
However, as discussed in Sec. 5.5.1 we subtract same-sign top events in the multijet background
estimate which creates a circular dependence: the number of background events requires knowledge
of the tt¯ production cross-section. It is possible to extract the cross-section with exact treatment
of the tt¯ cross-section for both the opposite-sign and the same-sign sample.
We begin by writing down the contributions of various processes into the opposite-sign (OS)
and same-sign sample (SS).
NOSDATA = N
OS
tt¯ +N
OS
W +N
OS
Z +N
OS
Diboson +N
OS
Multijet (6.3)
NSSDATA = N
SS
tt¯ +N
SS
W +N
SS
Multijet (6.4)
If we use the following two assumptions
• The contribution from Z+jets and diboson production to the same-sign sample are small;
• The contribution from multijet events to the opposite-sign and same-sign sample are equal;
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Table 6.5: Estimated and observed yield for various component in the OS sample with at least two
jets and at least one b−tagged jet requirement.
Sample Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 All type
Multijet 0.92± 1.00 0.45± 1.00 3.15± 2.65 4.52± 3.01
Wbb¯ 0.05± 0.02 0.12± 0.03 0.85± 0.09 1.02± 0.18
Wcc¯ 0.01± 0.01 0.16± 0.04 0.54± 0.07 0.71± 0.13
WN lp 0.03± 0.02 0.11± 0.01 0.44± 0.03 0.58± 0.03
Z → µµ+ bb¯ 0.09± 0.02 0.42± 0.04 0.03± 0.01 0.54± 0.10
Z → µµ+ cc¯ 0.03± 0.01 0.18± 0.02 0.03± 0.01 0.24± 0.05
Z → µµ+N lp(15− 60) 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00 0.01± 0.00 0.02± 0.00
Z → µµ+N lp(60− 130) 0.05± 0.01 0.20± 0.01 0.03± 0.00 0.28± 0.02
Z → µµ+N lp(130− 250) 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00
Z → ττ + bb¯ 0.04± 0.01 0.30± 0.02 0.13± 0.01 0.46± 0.08
Z → ττ + cc¯ 0.01± 0.01 0.16± 0.03 0.07± 0.01 0.23± 0.05
Z → ττ +N lp(15− 60) 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00
Z → ττ +N lp(60− 130) 0.03± 0.00 0.19± 0.01 0.09± 0.01 0.31± 0.02
Z → ττ +N lp(130− 250) 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.00
WW 0.01± 0.00 0.04± 0.01 0.10± 0.01 0.14± 0.01
WZ 0.01± 0.00 0.02± 0.00 0.04± 0.01 0.07± 0.01
Background total 1.29± 1.00 2.36± 1.00 5.51± 2.65 9.16± 3.01
tt¯→ dilepton 0.58± 0.01 6.13± 0.04 2.07± 0.02 8.78± 0.04
tt¯→ lepton+jets 0.22± 0.02 1.51± 0.04 6.68± 0.09 8.40± 0.11
Background total + expected tt¯ 2.08± 1.00 10.00± 1.01 14.26± 2.66 26.34± 3.01
Data 2 15 12 29
then we have two equations with two unknowns: tt¯ cross-section σtt¯ and contribution from multijet
processes NOSMultijet = N
SS
Multijet. Solving for σtt¯, we obtain
σtt¯ =
NOSDATA −NSSDATA −
(
NOSW −NSSW
)−NOSZ −NOSDiboson(
²OS
tt¯
− ²SS
tt¯
) · L (6.5)
where we have rewritten NOS/SS
tt¯
= σtt¯²
OS/SS
tt¯
L.
Table 6.6 shows the efficiencies for tt¯ dilepton and lepton+jets sample with requirements of a
same-sign lepton-tau pair. Using the tt¯ efficiencies from Table 6.3 and 6.6, and the expected yield
from Table 6.4 and Table 6.5, we measure the tt¯ cross-section to be:
σtt¯ = 8.0
+2.8
−2.4(stat). (6.6)
The statistical error on the cross-section is calculated by varying the data yield by ± one standard
deviation, assuming a Poisson fluctuation, and then recomputing the cross-section with equation
6.5.
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Table 6.6: Efficiencies of the muon+tau+jets selection with same-sign muon-tau pair for tt¯ dilepton
and tt¯lepton+jets sample, and the total efficiencies for tt¯→ inclusive sample.
Processes Efficiency ² Branching ratio BR ²×BR
tt¯→ dilepton, same-sign 0.000238± 0.000002 0.10608 0.000025± 0.000002
tt¯→ lepton+jets, same-sign 0.001007± 0.000022 0.43924 0.000459± 0.000020
tt¯→ inclusive 0.000484± 0.000020
6.4 Measurement of σ(pp¯→ tt¯) ·BR(tt¯→ µτhbb¯)
While the previous sections measured the top pair production cross section in events with a
reconstructed tau, many of those tau candidates arose from jet or lepton fakes. In this section
we measure the cross-section times branching ratio for muon+tau events with a real hadronic tau.
We measure the cross section times branching ratio so that we don’t need to make any
assumptions about either the cross section or branching ratio. By comparing this measurement
with standard model expectations, we can look for deviations which might indicate new physics
(such as a t→ H+b decay mode).
For this part of the analysis, we divide the top pair production into two types of events: one
that represents our final state (muon + hadronic tau + 2b + 2ν at the parton level) and one that
includes all other top quark pair events passing our criteria. We use a filter to select Monte Carlo tt¯
events in which the top quark pair decays into our final state. final state. The other set is found by
subtracting this sample from the total dilepton sample and adding in the `+jets events. The events
in the second category are included in the background estimate. The standard model cross-section
for tt¯ production and the standard model branching ratio for top quark decay is assumed for the
second type of events.
With the efficiency of tt¯→ µτhbb¯ as shown in Table 6.1, we obtained
σ(tt¯)×BR(tt¯→ µ+ τ + 2b+ 2ν) = 0.18± 0.13 (6.7)
The expected SM value is
σSM (tt¯)×BRSM (tt¯→ µ+ τ + 2b+ 2ν) = 6.77× 0.0186 = 0.126 (6.8)
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Table 6.7: Summary of statistical uncertainties on each of the sources of events in the µτ channel.
The SM cross section is used for tt¯ production.
# of Statistical
Events uncertainty
W (OS) 2.31 ±0.13
W (SS) −1.22 ±0.09
Z → µµ 1.09 ±0.05
Z → ττ 1.20 ±0.06
diboson 0.21 ±0.07
tt¯→dilepton (OS) 8.78 ±0.04
tt¯→dilepton (SS) −0.16 ±0.01
tt¯→ `+jets (OS) 8.40 ±0.11
tt¯→ `+jets (SS) −3.09 ±0.07
SS data 9 ±3
6.5 Systematic Uncertainties
Numerous factors contribute to systematic uncertainties in the cross section measurement. This
section describes the various factors, estimates of their uncertainty and the resulting uncertainty
on the final measurement. Many of these uncertainties are based on numerous studies performed
by various members of the DØ collaboration. We take a conservative approach by assuming all
systematic uncertainties to be completely uncorrelated.
The considered systematics include:
• Data quality: the data quality correction factor has been previously measured to be 0.97 ±
0.005 [51], therefore a ±0.5% uncertainty is evaluated for all MC samples.
• Primary vertex selection: the uncertainty in primary vertex selection between data and
MC is taken from [64]. A value of ±3.0% is assigned as systematic error for this.
• Vertex z simulation: the uncertainty due to difference in z vertex simulation from data is
taken from [64]. A value of ±2.2% is assigned as systematic error for this.
• MC luminosity profile: this uncertainty arises from differences in the luminosity profile of
the zerobias overlay events used in MC compared to the data sample. The value is ±0.5%
for Monte Carlo tt¯ sample and ±2.0% for other Monte Carlo samples [64].
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• Muon identification: the systematic uncertainty on muon identification are estimated to
be ±0.7% in the muon certification documentation [33].
• Muon track: the systematic errors on muon track reconstruction are estimated to be ±0.7%
in the muon certification documentation [33].
• Muon isolation: we use an estimate from the single top analysis, which is ±2.0%.
• Muon trigger: the uncertainty on muon trigger efficiency is taken from the lepton+jets
analysis [65], by calculating the percent systematic error listed in Table 39. The value is
found to be very close to zero, and we decided to assign a zero value.
• Jet trigger: the uncertainty on jet triggers in the µ+jets triggers are taken from the
lepton+jets analysis [65]. The value is ±0.3%.
• Tau reconstruction: the uncertainty in the data/MC agreement with respect to tau
reconstruction is taken from the H → ττ analysis [66]. The assigned value is ±3%.
• Jet-tau fake rate: the data/MC correction factor for jets faking taus was measured to be
1.04±0.08 as described in Section 5.4.1. An 8% uncertainty is applied to theW , Z → µµ(ee),
and tt¯→ ` + jets.
• K-factor: we assign an uncertainty of 0.1 on the K factor for both W (k = 1.6, Sec. 5.3.3)
and Z (k = 1.23, Sec. 5.5.2) by comparison with data.
• HF K-factor: we use the uncertainties described in Sec. 5.2.2 scaled to the appropriate
fraction of events that contain heavy flavor.
• Tag rate function: this uncertainty is evaluated by shifting the value of the tagging
probability (Sec. 3.6.2) for each jet by (±1σ) from the central value of the tag rate function.
• Jet energy scale: this uncertainty is evaluated by shifting the jet energy scale in the JSSR
processor by (±1σ).
• Jet energy resolution: this uncertainty is evaluated by shifting the jet energy correction
by (±1σ).
• NLO tt¯ cross-section: this uncertainty is evaluated by shifting the NLO tt¯ cross-section by
(±1σ). This uncertainty is only considered for measurement of σ (pp¯→ tt¯) ·BR (tt¯→ µτhbb¯).
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• Background Statistics: an uncorrelated combination of the statistical error on the Monte
Carlo and same-sign data contributions to the background (for the individual component
statistical errors see Tables 6.7).
Table 6.8 lists the various sources of systematic uncertainties and their contributions to the
uncertainty on the cross-section and σ ×BR.
The values and uncertainties for the cross-section and σ × BR after inclusion of systematic
uncertainties are:
σ(tt¯) = 8.0+2.8−2.4 (stat)
+1.8
−1.7 (syst)± 0.5 (lumi) pb (6.9)
σ(tt¯)×BR(tt¯→ µ+ τ + 2ν + 2b) = 0.18+0.13−0.11 (stat)+0.09−0.09 (syst)± 0.01 (lumi) pb. (6.10)
6.6 Combinations with the electron+tau channel
The electron+tau analysis bears many similarities with the muon+tau analysis in the sense that
both channels have one lepton and one tau in the final states. Analysis in the electron+tau channel
has been performed in parallel, and the results are:
σ(tt¯) = 8.6+3.1−2.6 (stat)
+1.6
−1.6 (syst)± 0.5 (lumi) pb, (6.11)
σ(tt¯)×BR(tt¯→ e+ τ + 2ν + 2b) = 0.19+0.12−0.10 (stat)+0.07−0.07 (syst)± 0.01 (lumi) pb. (6.12)
A combination of the results in the muon+tau and electron+tau channel has been done [67].
The combination is done by minimizing the sum of the negative log-likelihood functions for the two
channel. The likelihood for an individual channel is based on the Poisson probability of observing
a number of events (Nobsj ) given the luminosity (Lj), branching fraction (BRj), efficiency (²j) and
a number of background events (N bkgj ),
rmL(σj , {Nobsj , N bkgj , BRj ,Lj , εj}) = P(Nobsj , µj) =
µN
obs
j
Nobsj !
e−µj . (6.13)
More details of the method can be found in Reference [68].
The combined results of µτ and eτ are:
σ(tt¯) = 8.3+2.0−1.8 (stat)
+1.4
−1.2 (syst)± 0.5 (lumi) pb, (6.14)
(combined)
σ(tt¯)×BR(tt¯→ `+ τ + 2ν + 2b) = 0.19+0.08−0.08 (stat)+0.07−0.07 (syst)± 0.01 (lumi) pb. (6.15)
(combined)
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Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of DØ results of tt¯ cross-section measurements in the different
channels as of Summer 2007, with the results in the combined µτ and eτ channels included.
6.7 Conclusions and Outlook
We have performed the first DØ Run 2 top pair production cross-section analysis dedicated to a
dilepton state with a muon and a hadronic tau decay. By selecting events with an isolated muon,
a hadronic tau, two or more jets (at least one of which is b-tagged) and missing transverse energy,
we find that about two thirds of the events are expected to be top quark candidates.
We measured a top pair production cross-section of 8.0 +2.8−2.4 (stat)
+1.8
−1.7 (syst) ± 0.5 (lumi) pb
We also measured the cross section times branching ratio to be 0.18 +0.13−0.11 (stat)
+0.09
−0.09 (syst) ± 0.01
(lumi) pb.
In conclusion, we show that it is possible to do an analysis involving the decay of a top quark
into a tau lepton in hadronic decay modes. We outlined a general analysis strategy and identified
the principal source of backgrounds. We pointed out the limitations of the current analysis and
made suggestions about how to overcome them. In the future, it will be interesting to improve the
analysis with the following things:
• An increase in the amount of data.
• An increase in triggering and selection efficiency.
• Use of an advanced analysis method, especially involving multivariate methods.
The Fermilab Tevatron is expected to continue its current data-taking run until the year of
2009. A possible plan to extend the Tevatron running period until 2010 is under consideration.
With the currently stable operational status, the Fermilab Tevatron is likely to be the most feasible
place to perform a dedicated search for the decay t → τνb in the next two or three years. While
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) offers a higher rate of top quark production, the much larger
background from multijet events is expected to make hadronic tau identification at the LHC more
difficult compared to the Tevatron.
Within the current rate of data accumulated by DØ, it is possible to have an observation of
direct top quark decay into a tau lepton with a 3σ confidence level. The time will then be open for
deeper analyses into the nature of the third generation.
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Figure 6.1: Plots of some distributions in the sample with at least two jets one of which is b-tagged.
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Figure 6.2: Summary of DØ measurements of tt¯ cross-section at the Tevatron in various channels
as of Summer 2007 [7].
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APPENDIX A
CONTROL PLOTS
A.1 One-jet exclusive sample
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A.2 Two-jet inclusive sample
 2 jets≥Tau type, 
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